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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY

10 NOVEMBER 2020

On behalf of all Councillors, the Mayor acknowledged the Waymburr Warra people,
Traditional Custodians of the land on which we meet today, and paid respects to their Elders
past, present and emerging.
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7

MAYORAL MINUTE

7.1

MAYORAL MINUTE - ENDORSEMENT OF NOMINATION TO LGAQ POLICY EXECUTIVE FOR
DISTRICT NO 10 (FAR NORTH)

File Number:

D20/28974

Author:

Cr Peter Scott, Mayor

Authoriser:

Linda Cardew, Chief Executive Officer

Attachments:

Nil

MAYORAL MINUTE
It is my intention to nominate for the position of Executive Representative for District No 10 (Far
North), on the Local Government Association Queensland’s Policy Executive for the balance of the
period 2020-2024. I now seek the support of my fellow Councillors to support my nomination.
BACKGROUND
In accordance with Rule 5.4 (1)(h) of the Association’s Constitution and Rules, the LGAQ has called
for nominations for the Casual Vacancy – Election of Association’s Executive Representative for
District No 10 (FAR NORTH) for the balance of period 2020-2024. Nominations close at 5pm on
Wednesday, 18 November 2020.
The casual vacancy provides the opportunity for Cook Shire Council to nominate a candidate for
election from amongst elected members of the Councils within the District comprising Cairns,
Cassowary Coast, Cook, Douglas, Mareeba, Tablelands, Torres.
LGAQ’s member councils elect 15 District representatives who together with the Association’s
President, form the Association’s Policy Executive. The Policy Executive is responsible for:
appointing three directors to join the LGAQ President in forming the LGAQ board; appointing the
CEO; approving the annual budget of the Organisation; and determining the Association’s policy on
behalf of member councils in line with the overall direction set at the LGAQ Annual Conference.
The primary responsibility of an Executive Representative is to LGAQ members as a whole. An
Executive Representative requires an extensive knowledge of and connection to, local government
related issues. It is expected that an Executive Representative will develop or have an appreciation
of the scope, policies and activities of the LGAQ.
The key roles of an Executive Representative include representing the overall interests of local
government within Queensland; representing each District’s interests on the Policy Executive;
contributing to Policy Executive decision making; and assisting in relationships between councils at
a district and regional level.
To effectively perform the role an Executive Representative requires: an ability to provide a holistic
focus on local government issues; an ability to put the interests of their own council behind those
of their electoral district and those of the association; capacity to devote sufficient time to Policy
Executive responsibilities; legitimacy and confidence in the eyes of members; ability to exercise
objective judgement on corporate affairs independent from management; and access to accurate
relevant and timely information.
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The Policy Executive meets six times a year, with four meetings held in Brisbane, one regional and
one in conjunction with the Annual Conference. Travel and accommodation costs are met by the
LGAQ.
Councils within an Electoral District (as above) are entitled to nominate candidates for election from
amongst elected members of the Councils (Mayor or Councillors) within their District. If there is
more than one nomination per District, an election by postal ballot will apply. If an election is
required, the “first past the post” voting system will apply.
REASONS FOR NOMINATION
As Mayor, Cook Shire Council, I am seeking Councillors’ support to nominate as the Division 10
representative for the following reasons:
1. My experience and credibility in Local Government for the past 16 years, with 12 as Mayor
of a very large and diverse Shire;
2. My past and current board directive roles on regional representative bodies FNQROC,
FNQRRTG, TCICA, RDAFN;
3. The need for strong and credible representation of our regional issues in contest with and
conjunction with, the other Qld regions; and
4. The need for a critical revision of LGAQ’s role, relevance and strategy as we move into a
changed and challenging period.
MAYORAL MINUTE
That Council supports my nomination for the position of Executive Representative for District No
10 (Far North), on the Local Government Association Queensland’s Policy Executive for the
balance of the period 2020-2024.

Item 7.1
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NOTICE OF BEREAVEMENT
A minute’s silence will be observed as a mark of respect for those residents who passed away
during the previous month.

9

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
Ordinary Meeting - 13 October 2020
Special Meeting - 27 October 2020

10

BUSINESS ARISING

11

NOTIFIED MOTIONS
Nil
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COUNCILLORS' REPORTS

12.1

COUNCILLORS' MONTHLY REPORTS

File Number:

D20/28894

Author:

Executive Assistant

Authoriser:

Linda Cardew, Chief Executive Officer

Attachments:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

10 NOVEMBER 2020

Mayor Peter Scott
Deputy Mayor Robyn Holmes
Cr Peter Burns
Cr John Dessmann
Cr Larissa Hale
Cr Ross Logan
Cr Marilyn Morris

PRECIS
Councillors’ monthly activity reports.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
Each month Councillors report on their activities relating to their portfolios. An endorsement of the
report is an endorsement of the attended and future activities. Not all activities will be listed in
advance due to timing.
LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
Key Strategy Priority: Governance - Accountable, responsible and appropriate governance and
management reflected in responsible long-term financial sustainability and clear strategic direction
built around core local government business and affordable levels of service.
Strategy 3: Develop a clear communication plan to inform the workforce, community and elected
members in order to achieve greater understanding of council decision making processes, policies,
legislation and compliance requirements.
Objective 3c: The community is kept informed and is generally well satisfied with the overall
leadership and strategic direction undertaken by Council.
CONSULTATION
Various groups as per individual reports.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS (STATUTORY, BASIS, LEGAL RISKS)
Nil.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Expense Reimbursement Policy (Councillor).
FINANCIAL AND RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (BUDGETARY)
Operational Budget.
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RECOMMENDATION
That the activities contained in the individual Councillors’ monthly reports and travel
requirements be endorsed by Council.
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EXECUTIVE SERVICES - REPORTS

13.1

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S MONTHLY REPORT

File Number:

D20/28895

Author:

Executive Assistant

Authoriser:

Linda Cardew, Chief Executive Officer

Attachments:

1

10 NOVEMBER 2020

Chief Executive Officer's Monthly Report - October/November 2020

PRECIS
Chief Executive Officer’s monthly report.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
Each month the Chief Executive Officer reports on her external activities. An endorsement of the
report is an endorsement of the attended and future activities. Not all activities will be listed in
advance due to timing.
LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
Key Strategy Priority: Governance - Accountable, responsible and appropriate governance and
management reflected in responsible long-term financial sustainability and clear strategic direction
built around core local government business and affordable levels of service.
Strategy 3: Develop a clear communication plan to inform the workforce, community and elected
members in order to achieve greater understanding of council decision making processes, policies,
legislation and compliance requirements.
Objective 3c: The community is kept informed and is generally well satisfied with the overall
leadership and strategic direction undertaken by Council.
CONSULTATION
Various groups and community members as indicated in the attached.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS (STATUTORY, BASIS, LEGAL RISKS)
Nil
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Nil.
FINANCIAL AND RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (BUDGETARY)
RECOMMENDATION
That the activities contained in the Chief Executive Officer’s monthly report be endorsed by
Council.
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2021 COUNCIL MEETING DATES

File Number:

D20/28756

Author:

Executive Assistant

Authoriser:

Linda Cardew, Chief Executive Officer

Attachments:

Nil

PRECIS
Section 254B of the Local Government Regulation 2012 requires that at least once a year Council
publish a notice of the days and times of Ordinary Council and standing committee meetings.
Council’s only standing committee meeting is the Planning and Environment Committee. This report
recommends Council resolve to adopt a series of meeting dates outlined below as the Council
meeting dates for 2021.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
This report recommends Council formally adopt the 2021 meeting dates outlined below as a matter
of public record.
The below calendar takes into account:
 Monthly Ordinary Council meetings
 Monthly Planning and Environment Standing Committee meetings
 The need for the Mayor and Chief Executive Officer to attend various meetings and events
away from Cooktown, hosted by organisations such as Far North Queensland Regional
Organisation of Councils (FNQROC), Torres and Cape Indigenous Council’s Alliance (TCICA)
and Local Government Association of Queensland (LGAQ)
 Public holidays.
All meetings will take place in Council Chambers, 10 Furneaux Street, Cooktown, unless otherwise
advertised.
All meetings will be open to the public and livestreamed via Council’s official YouTube page, except
where parts of meetings must be held in closed session for confidential reasons.
LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
Key Strategy Priority: Governance - Accountable, responsible and appropriate governance and
management reflected in responsible long-term financial sustainability and clear strategic direction
built around core local government business and affordable levels of service.
Strategy 3: Develop a clear communication plan to inform the workforce, community and elected
members in order to achieve greater understanding of council decision making processes, policies,
legislation and compliance requirements.
Objective 3c: The community is kept informed and is generally well satisfied with the overall
leadership and strategic direction undertaken by Council.
CONSULTATION
Consultation with Council’s Executive Leadership Team to ensure meeting dates were appropriate.
Item 13.2
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LEGAL IMPLICATIONS (STATUTORY, BASIS, LEGAL RISKS)
There are no legal implications in adopting this schedule of meetings for 2021.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are no policy implications, however, a Resolution will put the meeting dates on the public
record.
FINANCIAL AND RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (BUDGETARY)
There are no budgetary implications.
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RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves to adopt the below meeting dates for Ordinary Monthly Council meetings
and Planning and Environment Standing Committee meetings as the 2021 dates for publication
as required by Section 254B of the Local Government Regulation 2012.
Ordinary Monthly Council meetings
 9.00am, Tuesday 19 January 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 9 February 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 9 March 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 13 April 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 11 May 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 8 June 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 13 July 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 10 August 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 14 September 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 12 October 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 9 November 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 7 December 2021
Planning and Environment Standing Committee meetings
 9.00am, Tuesday 2 February 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 23 February 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 23 March 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 27 April 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 25 May 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 22 June 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 27 July 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 24 August 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 28 September 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 19 October 2021
 9.00am, Tuesday 23 November 2021
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COUNCIL IN FOCUS - 1 JULY TO 30 SEPTEMBER 2020

File Number:

D20/28920

Author:

Director Community, Economy and Innovation

Authoriser:

Linda Cardew, Chief Executive Officer

Attachments:

1

Council in Focus - July to September 2020 (under separate cover)

PRECIS
This is the first Council in Focus quarterly report for the 2020/2021 financial year. Its purpose is to
communicate Council’s business in a user-friendly, accessible format to provide a greater
understanding of Council’s operations. ‘Council in Focus’ comprises two documents. Part one
provides information in a pictorial format about showing some of the ongoing operational work of
Council and part two shows Council’s performance against operational benchmarks. This report
covers the period from 1 July to 30 September 2020.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
Council officers aim to provide the attached reports to Council each quarter. They are structured to
provide interesting and informative updates on Council’s diverse operational and compliance
responsibilities in a format which is readily accessible. Part one, in largely pictorial format, is
intended to give some insight into daily work of Council officers – activities that otherwise may not
be the subject of a specific report. There is no legislative requirement to provide reports in this
format, but both are proposed instead as a means of engaging further with our communities
interested in the work of Council.
Part two lists selected operational indicators that highlight the ongoing performance of Council in a
range of areas including community requests, communications, human resources, finance and
workplace health and safety. Although much of this information is provided in separate and very
detailed reports to Council, a more accessible format is also beneficial for community members who
are interested to obtain an overview of Cook Shire Council’s business operations.
Council’s Executive Leadership Team extends an open invitation to the community to provide
feedback, at any time, on any aspect of Council’s service delivery, or on broader issues that pertain
directly to Council’s business. The organisational goal of continual improvement will be always
better informed if staff have a greater understanding of the community’s observations, and so we
welcome and encourage all comments.
LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
Key Strategy Priority: Governance - Accountable, responsible and appropriate governance and
management reflected in responsible long-term financial sustainability and clear strategic direction
built around core local government business and affordable levels of service.
Strategy 3: Develop a clear communication plan to inform the workforce, community and elected
members in order to achieve greater understanding of council decision making processes, policies,
legislation and compliance requirements.
Objective 3c: The community is kept informed and is generally well satisfied with the overall
leadership and strategic direction undertaken by Council.
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CONSULTATION
All departments of Council have contributed to the development of ‘Council in Focus’.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS (STATUTORY, BASIS, LEGAL RISKS)
Council’s operations have been subjected to an early risk assessment process.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Council’s operations are conducted as required by the Local Government Act 2009, and in
accordance with all applicable policies and the Cook Shire Council Operational Plan 2020/2021
adopted 25 June 2020.
FINANCIAL AND RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (BUDGETARY)
Council’s operations are conducted in accordance with the 2020/2021 Budget adopted 25 June
2020.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council receives and notes the ‘Council in Focus’ report for the period July to September
2020.

Item 13.3
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UPDATE ON QUEENSLAND RESILIENCE AND RISK REDUCTION FUNDING APPLICATION.

File Number:

D20/27699

Author:

Grants Officer

Authoriser:

Linda Cardew, Chief Executive Officer

Attachments:

Nil

PRECIS
This report provides an update on the outcome of Council’s grant application to the Queensland
Resilience and Risk Reduction Funding (QRRRF) Program.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
At the 14 July 2020 Ordinary Council Meeting the following was resolved:
14.2

APPROVAL OF UPCOMING GRANT APPLICATIONS

RESOLUTION 2020/1
Moved:
Cr Marilyn Morris
Seconded: Cr Ross Logan
That Council endorses the following grant applications and contributions from the 2020-21
budget:
1. 2020-21 COVID Works for Queensland program valued at $1,990,000 with no Council
contribution required; and
2. Queensland Resilience and Risk Reduction funding valued at $528,593 with a Council
contribution required totalling $163,860.
CARRIED
Council was successful in obtaining funding for the position of Disaster Management and Resilience
Officer (DMRO) for $410,000 (ex GST) over two years with a co-contribution amount of $45,000,
which is a variation on the amount previously reported.
Cook Shire Council has never had the financial capacity to employ a permanent full time Disaster
Management Officer. In 2015 and again in 2018 Cook Shire attempted to address the shortfall in
resources by incorporating the role of a DMRO into a part time dual role position, with the role only
active when an event occurred. There was no opportunity for community preparedness,
consultation or education. It was clear that due to the size of Cook Shire and the challenges involved
in supporting discrete and remote communities that a part time position was completely
inadequate. The COVID19 Pandemic again highlighted how the Cook LDMG was significantly underresourced without a full time DMRO. With the funding we have gratefully received from
Queensland Reconstructive Authority (QRA) Council can now take a more proactive approach to
disaster management and resiliency within the Shire. This role will contribute to increased resilience
in remote communities, support community pride, development and safety and the public by
ensuring key information and education is communicated consistently and effectively.
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The Disaster Management Resilience Officer will undertake risk reduction and resilience initiatives
led by the Cook Shire Local Disaster Management Group. Further initiatives to be delivered as part
of the role include:
 Development of Natural Hazard Risk Assessment for Cook, Hope Vale and Wujal Wujal
Aboriginal Shires, with the potential to work in collaboration with neighbouring Councils to
develop a regional NHA in consultation with QFES and coordinate the risk based strategies
to mitigate risks within the shire.
 Recruitment and training for Volunteer Place of Refuge (PoR) managers, including First Aid
and Guardian disaster management computer software
 Working with QFES and Council’s Get Ready Program to engage more volunteer rural fire
fighters across the Shire to further engage Indigenous ranger groups.
 Community resiliency education campaigns in the form of events and BBQs
 Seniors Resiliency Education Programs
 School visits and presentations
 Local Emergency Coordination Committee Meetings in Coen
 Provide assistance with digital readiness of communities before, during and after an event
by identifying various media platforms that provide accurate point of truth information.
 Developing and delivering collaborative projects with Council’s Get Ready program and
Monsoon Trough Community Development Officer.
 Travel, training, vehicle and wages.
This appointment and the outcomes achieved are also of high importance to visitors to the area.
LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
Key Strategy Priority: Economy – Locality specific economic growth, appropriate to each community
and Shire as a while
Strategy 4: Develop and progress partnerships to help deliver common facilities and services,
fostering regional economic growth and providing for jobs through construction and long-term
employment by actively supporting and working on as appropriate as funding and resources become
available.
Key Strategy Priority: Environment – Respect for the unique natural environment of the Cape, its
history and the provision of sustainable, safe access for the enjoyment of the Cape’s communities
and visitors.
Strategy 2: Disaster Management facilities and services manage the risk and exposure to the adverse
impacts of both natural and man-made disasters.
Objective 2a: The Shire’s communities are safe through disaster management planning and
response through interagency coordination, planning and action in emergency.

CONSULTATION
Consultation has included Council Departments and the Executive Leadership Team.
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LEGAL IMPLICATIONS (STATUTORY, BASIS, LEGAL RISKS)
Applications for funding have been prepared with reference to the relevant Funding Program
Guidelines:
Resilience and Risk Reduction Funding Guidelines 2019-20
https://www.qra.qld.gov.au/sites/default/files/202006/resilience_and_risk_reduction_funding_guidelines_2019-20.pdf
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The funding submissions have been prepared having regard to Council’s:
 Risk Management Policy – V3 Adopted March 2019
 Asset Management Policy – Adopted March 2019
FINANCIAL AND RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (BUDGETARY)
Council has made an appropriate allocation in its 2020-21 Annual Budget to support Disaster
Management initiatives such as those detailed above.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council note the variation in the funding and co-contribution amounts for the Queensland
Resilience and Risk Reduction Funding Program.

Item 13.4
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14

COMMUNITY, ECONOMY AND INNOVATION - REPORTS

14.1

BUILDING OUR REGIONS ROUND FIVE PROJECT - COEN AIRPORT FACILITIES UPGRADE

File Number:

D20/27999

Author:

Grants Officer

Authoriser:

Lawrence Booth, Director Community, Economy and Innovation

Attachments:

Nil

PRECIS
Council’s application to Round Five of the Building Our Regions program for the Coen Airport
Facilities Upgrade project was successful and has now reached the second reporting milestone.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
The milestone requires a Council Resolution indicating that the local government:
 Has budgeted the organisation’s contribution to the project;
 Is committed to delivering the project and;
 Acknowledges responsibility for any funding shortfall if costs or other contributors change.
The following photos show progress of the project to date, including removal of asbestos from
airport buildings.
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LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
Key Strategic Priority: Economy – Locality specific economic growth, appropriate to each community
and the shire as a whole.
Strategy 2: In partnership with local business, industry groups, economic and, regional development
organisations and neighbouring local governments continue to develop strategies to assist,
strengthen, develop and promote existing and new business and industries.
Objective 2a: Continued economic and business growth is evident in all communities
CONSULTATION
There has been consultation with Council’s Building and Facilities team and Department of State
Development, Tourism and Innovation, which is responsible for the Building Our Regions program.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS (STATUTORY, BASIS, LEGAL RISKS)
Nil – The funding program only requires evidence that Council supports the delivery of this project
and is aware of any potential Council funding commitments.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Nil
FINANCIAL AND RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (BUDGETARY)
The total project budget is $1,111,895. The funding application of $955,895 was approved under
Building our Regions program. Council’s contribution is $156,000 approved in the 2020-21 budget.
Item 14.1
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RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1. Resolves to inform the Department of State Development, Manufacturing, Infrastructure
and Planning that Council:


Has budgeted its contribution to the project;



Is committed to delivering the project; and



Acknowledges responsibility for any funding shortfall if costs or other contributors
change.

2. Under s. 257 of the Local Government Act delegates authority to the Chief Executive
Officer to correspond with the Department to this effect.

Item 14.1
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COOKTOWN & CAPE YORK EXPO 2021 - TENT CITY LOCATION

File Number:

D20/27862

Author:

Manager Tourism

Authoriser:

Lawrence Booth, Director Community, Economy and Innovation

Attachments:

1

Tent City Site - John Street Oval

PRECIS
Based on estimates of likely visitation to Cooktown, additional accommodation is required in town
for the duration of Cooktown & Cape York Expo 2021 (Expo 2021). Following a thorough
procurement process, Tent City has been contracted to provide this service. Access to a suitable
open space will need to be provided in which to locate the temporary tent city accommodation from
10 June – 20 June 2021.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
On 19 February 2020, Council resolved to locate Tent City in Adelaide Street, behind Anzac Park
(Resolution 2020/54).
Due to the impacts of COVID-19, Council approved the postponement of Cooktown Expo 2020 until
June 2021. In re-planning the event for 2021, a number of site changes have been made for various
elements of the program to ensure that these activities comply with Queensland Health’s COVIDsafe plans. Council’s event organising team has determined that Tent City also needs to be relocated from the Adelaide Street site to another location to ensure that it complies with the COVIDsafe requirements. This will enable the Fun Fair to be located in Anzac Park, which will maximise
the number of children’s rides available for the public to enjoy.
The suppliers of Tent City mandate the following requirements of a site:
 An area within the campground dedicated solely to Tent City Hire
 Level ground, with no sharp rocks or undergrowth that would damage the tent floors
 An area large enough to accommodate up to 100 tents
 Proximity to sewerage (if possible)
 An adequate, safe electricity supply with a large amount of connection points to suit kitchen
setup
 An adequate potable cold-water supply
 Sufficient car parking space adjacent to the camp area for patrons
 Potential to add additional tents, based on booking numbers
 Proximity to festival precincts
PREFERRED SITE
After consultation with Council staff, the Tent City contractors, the fun fair contractors, and the
Cooktown Junior Rugby League, the preferred site for Tent City for Expo 2021 is the northern end
of the John Street Oval (outside the oval fence). This is the recommended site due to its proximity
and walkable distance to the festival precinct, which will allow patrons to feel included in the festival
atmosphere. The site has adequate shade and flat sites for tents with the ability to expand if
required. A site plan has been prepared, which shows that 118 tents can be accommodated with
Item 14.2
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the two metre spacing mandated by Queensland Health’s COVID-safe plans. There are onsite toilet
and shower amenities, however, additional amenities may need to be hired depending on the
number of patrons. Patron numbers are yet to be determined, however, they will be measured via
uptake on the Tent City booking website and an allowance has been made within the Expo budget
for this contingency. Entry to Tent City will be via May Street.
Power and water are located on site, however, some additional costs will be incurred for connection,
for which a budget allocation has been made.
Parking for Tent City patrons will be on the grassed area, adjacent to the Council administration
office. Entry will be via Walker Street. There also will be parking available on the road reserve on
Walker Street.
LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
Key Strategic Priority: Community - A sense of common purpose, whilst respecting local diversity,
with the goals and aspirations of individual communities reflected in localised strategy and planning
Strategy 4: Encourage vibrant and active community participation in arts, culture and natural
heritage activities to enrich lifestyle and encourage tourism
Objective 4a: Visitors and locals are attracted to arts, cultural and heritage destinations within the
Shire.
Key Strategic Priority: Economy – Locality specific economic growth, understanding and
development of potential for primary industries, including agriculture and aquaculture
opportunities, appropriate to each community and the Shire as a whole.
Strategy 2: In partnership with local business, industry groups, economic and regional development
organisations and neighbouring local governments continue to develop strategies to assist,
strengthen, develop and promote existing businesses and industries.
Objective 2c: Develop 2020 Event as a platform to increase tourist and visitor numbers to the Shire.
CONSULTATION
There has been wide-ranging consultation with relevant Council staff, the Tent City contractor, the
fun fair contractor and Cooktown Junior Rugby League club.
Further consultation will be required with the Junior Rugby League Club following the election of
the new committee at their upcoming AGM.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS (STATUTORY, BASIS, LEGAL RISKS)
There are no identified legal implications associated with the location of Tent City.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are no identified policy implications associated with the location of Tent City.
FINANCIAL AND RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (BUDGETARY)
The budget for Tent City Accommodation has been allocated in the approved Cooktown & Cape
York Expo 2021 budget.
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RECOMMENDATION
That Council approves the John Street Oval precinct as the site from which to operate Tent City
for the duration of the Cooktown & Cape York Expo 2021.
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QUOTE OR TENDER CONSIDERATION PLAN - PROCUREMENT OF GOODS AND/OR SERVICES
FOR COUNCIL RUN EVENTS

File Number:

D20/27649

Author:

Procurement Coordinator

Authoriser:

Sally Eales, Manager Tourism

Attachments:

1

Cook Shire Council Quote or Tender Consideration Plan

PRECIS
This report seeks Council’s approval for an exemption to the requirement in Cook Shire Council’s
Procurement Policy for three written quotes to be obtained for creative or entertainment
components of forthcoming Council-run events including Sunset with Santa, Australia Day,
Cooktown Discovery Festival and Cooktown & Cape York Expo 2021. While this plan provides an
exemption for Council officers sourcing competitive quotes for creative or entertainment
components of events, all operational and logistics components of events will still follow Council’s
Procurement Policy in the first instance.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
The procurement of services for Council-run events often presents complex procurement situations,
where it is not always possible to obtain three written quotes, nor is it advantageous to call for
tenders, as required under the Cook Shire Council’s Procurement Policy. With such purchases the
“value for money” proposition is not driven entirely by price, but rather by the creative experience
of the supplier, the creative outcome the service will deliver and/or previous experience with this
type of event.
For such situations, section 230 of the Local Government Regulation 2012, allows the local
government to enter into certain contracts, without first inviting written quotes or tenders, through
the preparation and adoption of a Quote or Tender Consideration Plan. The contracts can be either
a medium-sized contractual arrangement (a contractual arrangement with a supplier that is
expected to be worth, exclusive of GST, $15,000 or more but less than $200,000 in a financial year,
or over the proposed term of the contractual arrangement), or a large contractual arrangement (a
contractual arrangement with a supplier that is expected to be worth, exclusive of GST, $200,000 or
more in a financial year, or over the proposed term of the contractual arrangement).
A Quote or Tender Consideration Plan provides the information required to comply with the
regulations and to justify the use of the Plan as an effective and appropriate alternative to seeking
quotes or calling for open tenders.
In preparation for Cooktown Expo 2020, the Tourism and Events team sought numerous quotes
which was subsequently postponed due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which has now been
rescheduled to June 2021.
Examples of the quotes sought include the Ngutha Ngutha – Back in Time Showcase; Business Expo;
Endeavour Ball; stage performers; local bands and roving performers.
It is proposed to seek Council approval on an annual basis to prepare and adopt a quote or tender
consideration plan for Council-run events for the forthcoming year.
The proposed Quote or Tender Consideration Plan is attached to this report and contains the
following elements: Scope of the Plan; Plan Objectives; How the Objectives Will be Achieved and
the Proposed Terms of the Contract for the Goods or Services.
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LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
Key Strategy Priority – Governance – Accountable, responsible and appropriate governance and
management, reflected in responsible long-term financial sustainability and clear strategic direction
built around core local government business and affordable levels of service.
Strategy 4: Work management systems and procedures are reviewed and adjusted to support
improved organisational service provision, compliance and efficiency.
Objective 4f: Council activities comply with applicable legislation through well maintained policies,
procedures and information systems that guide and facilitate good decision making.
CONSULTATION
Consultation has occurred with various Council officers in the preparation of this plan.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS (STATUTORY, BASIS, LEGAL RISKS)
In accordance with section 230 of the Local Government Regulation 2012, a local government may
enter into medium and large contractual agreements, without first inviting written quotes or
tenders, through the preparation and adoption of a Quote or Tender Consideration Plan.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
This complies with Council’s Procurement Policy.
FINANCIAL AND RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (BUDGETARY)
The Tourism Manager and Festival Director, in consultation with Finance Officers have developed a
budget for all Council run events to ensure that funding is available for all the anticipated actions
required for the successful delivery of these events.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves to adopt a Quote or Tender Consideration Plan for the procurement of
goods and/or services for Council Run Events, none of which to exceed $200,000, as outlined in
this report, in accordance with section 230 of the Local Government Regulations 2012.
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15

ORGANISATIONAL BUSINESS SERVICES - REPORTS

15.1

REQUEST FOR AN EXTENSION TO THE CURRENCY PERIOD FOR DA/3472 - OPERATIONAL
WORKS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF EARTH AND ROCK-FILL DAM EMBANKMENT - LOT 101 ON
SP256276 - PENINSULA DEVELOPMENTAL ROAD, LAKELAND

File Number:

D20/27035

Author:

Planning Officer

Authoriser:

Lisa Miller, Manager, Planning & Environment

Attachments:

Nil

PRECIS
Applicant:

William Reddie and Laura Wallace
C/- J. A. Benjamin, North Australian Water Strategies

Owner:

William Reddie and Laura Wallace

Location:

Peninsula Developmental Road, Lakeland

Real Property Description:

Lot 101 on SP256276

Area:

2123 Hectares

Zone:

Rural

Development Description:

Operational Works Permit for Construction of an Earth
and Rock-Fill Dam Embankment

BACKGROUND/HISTORY
An extension application was made to Council on 22 September 2020 under section 86 of the
Planning Act 2016, for an extension to the currency period for Development Permit DA/3472
(development description above).
DA/3472 was lodged with Council on 20 July 2015 under the superseded Cook Shire Council Planning
Scheme 2007, and subsequently approved by Council’s Director Infrastructure Services (at the time)
on 19 October 2016.
On 26 September 2018, Council’s Director Infrastructure Services issued a two (2) year extension to
the currency period for DA/3472, extending the currency period until 19 October 2020.
PROPOSAL
Via correspondence received on 22 September 2020, the applicant has requested a further one (1)
year extension to the currency period for Development Permit DA/3472. The applicant has based
this request on the following grounds:
“Construction work is well underway, however somewhat behind schedule due to difficulty in
achieving satisfactory foundation and controlling the ingress of shallow groundwater. It is expected
that the embankment construction will be completed by the end of next month, whilst completion
of ancillary works may carry over into 2021, depending on the timing of the start of the wet-season.”
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TOWN PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Section 87(1) of the Planning Act 2016 states: “when assessing an extension application, the
assessment manager may consider any matter that the assessment manager considers relevant,
even if the matter was not relevant to assessing the development application.”
It is considered relevant for Council to have regard to any changes to the planning framework that
have taken place since the application was approved.
As mentioned previously, the original application was lodged under the superseded Planning
Scheme, and was code assessable development. The application was referred to the following State
departments (at the time):
 Department of Transport and Main Roads;
 Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy;
 Department of Agriculture and Fisheries; and
 Department of Energy and Water Supply.
Should this extension application be approved, Council would be required to notify the State
Assessment and Referral Agency (SARA) of the decision.
An information request was also issued by Council requesting that the applicant provide an Engineer
Certified design of the proposed dam wall. This was subsequently provided to Council and formed
part of the approval issued by Council’s Director Infrastructure Services on 19 October 2016.
If the application was to be re-lodged to Council under the current Planning Scheme, the application
would still be code assessable development, and require the assessment against the same
(renamed) Planning Scheme codes. It is considered that the current assessment process with Council
would be almost identical to the way the original application was assessed in 2015-2016.
The application (if lodged today) would require approval from Council’s Director Infrastructure as
per the normal assessment process for Operational Works applications.
The following extract from the Strategic Framework is considered relevant in determining the
decision for this extension application:
“Development ensures the secure and sustainable water supply for agriculture, industry and
construction. Existing and future infrastructure for dams, weirs and bores are protected.”
LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
Key Strategy Priority:
Environment – Respect for the unique natural environment of the Cape, its history and the provision
of sustainable, safe access for the enjoyment of the Cape’s communities and visitors.
Env 3: Appropriate consideration is given to planning and development controls, design guidelines,
traditional ownership and sustainable development principles when making planning decisions.
Env 3a: Planning outcomes demonstrate the quality of development assessment processes by
achieving results consistent with Council’s strategic direction.
DISCUSSION
Given the economic impact of Covid-19 in Cook Shire, it is considered appropriate for Council to
support local business enterprises were possible. The extension application has also satisfied the
requirements set out in Section 87(1) of the Planning Act 2016.
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An additional one (1) year extension to the currency period is deemed appropriate and is therefore
recommended to Council for approval.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council grant a one (1) year extension to the currency period for Development Permit
DA/3472, extending the currency period until 19 October 2021.
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APPLICATION FOR A DEVELOPMENT PERMIT DA/4218 - RECONFIGURATION OF A LOT ONE
(1) INTO TWO (2) LOTS - LOT 1 ON PLAN SP282417 - HONEY DAM ROAD, LAKELAND

File Number:

D20/28408

Author:

Reel Planning Pty Ltd

Authoriser:

Lisa Miller, Manager, Planning & Environment

Attachments:

1

Attachment 1 - DA/4218 Proposed Plan of Development - Lot 1
SP282417

PRECIS
Applicant:

PJFM No. 1 Pty Ltd
C/- Stuart Ricketts, Urban Sync Pty Ltd
PO Box 2970
Cairns QLD 4870
Email: stuart@urbansync.com.au

Property Owner:

Peter Joseph Inderbitzin & Franziska Maria Margaret Inderbitzin
and Sharprock Pty Ltd (ACN: 128361348)

Location:

Honey Dam Road, Lakeland

Real Property Description:

Lot 1 on SP282417

Lot Size:

706.8 Hectares

Proposed Lot Sizes:

Lot 101 – 32.21 Hectares
Lot 102 – 674.6 Hectares

Zone:

Rural

Current Use:

Active Rural Property – Cropping (Banana Farm)

Level of Assessment:

Code Assessable

Referral Agencies:

Nil

BACKGROUND/HISTORY
An application was made to Council on 28 August 2020 for the issue of a Development Permit for
Reconfiguring Lot 1 on SP282417, located at Hurse Road, Lakeland, into two (2) rural allotments. A
Confirmation Notice was issued by Council to the applicant on 4 September 2020, which identified
the proposed development as code assessable under the Cook Shire Council Planning Scheme 2017
(Planning Scheme), as well as there being no applicable State referrals under the Planning
Regulation 2017.
The application referred to the site address as being Hurse Road, but is shown on Council’s Rates as
Honey Dam Road and is here on referred to as Honey Dam Road.
Relevant to the proposed subdivision is Development Permit DA/3999 that Council issued on 27
May 2019, for a Material Change of Use for a Rural Industry (8,540m 2 Produce Handling Facility)
which has not yet been acted upon.
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This Reconfiguring a Lot application seeks to subdivide the existing allotment to create a separate
allotment for the Rural Industry to operate on. The Rural activities undertaken on the southern
portion of the existing allotment are proposed to continue. This is discussed further later in this
report.
SITE DESCRIPTION
Lot 1 on SP282417 is 706.8 hectares in size and is an active rural property which comprises cropping
activities (banana farm) over the southern portion of the allotment. A development permit was
issued by Council allowing for the lawful establishment of an 8,540m2 purpose built ‘Produce
Handing Facility’ on the land to the north of the existing dam (Honey Dam).
The site currently contains a single dwelling, a series of sheds to support the existing cropping
activities, a dam (Honey Dam) and a network of unsealed roads.
The subject land presents varying landforms that alter the topography throughout the site. The
areas that are currently used for farming and produce are generally flat, however the areas where
the smaller waterways and remnant vegetation are located are significantly steeper.
The site comprises of a small portion of remnant vegetation, which is mostly limited to areas
surrounding the existing Honey Dam. A portion of the subject land presents a frontage to Honey
Dam Road (approx. 1,215m), which is a rural road and presents as partly unsealed and unmarked.
The subject land is not connected to Council’s reticulated water or wastewater networks but is
connected to both electricity and telecommunication networks. All waters are collected and
conveyed into Honey Dam.
Please refer to Figure 1 for the Site and Surrounding Locality Plan.

Figure 1 – Site and Surrounding Locality
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PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
The proposed development is to subdivide the existing parcel of land (Lot 1 SP282417) into two (2)
separate freehold allotments. As indicated earlier the additional lot is proposed so that an approved
‘Produce Handling Facility’ (DA/3999) can operate on a separate lot (proposed Lot 101) to the other
rural activities which will continue operating on the southern allotment (proposed Lot 102).
The proposed reconfiguration arrangements are shown below in Table 1.

Table 1 – Proposed Reconfiguration Arrangements
(Source: UrbanSync Ref: 18-412)

In addition, the following engineering and infrastructure provisions are proposed:
 In terms of water supply, each lot will be serviced by Honey Dam;
 Any new buildings and/or structures will be required to connect to an existing or new onsite effluent system;
 Electricity and telecommunications services will be extended to each lot from the existing
services;
 Stormwater from both lots will discharge to the small drainage networks present
throughout the site prior to discharging into Honey Dam;
 An erosion and sediment control plan will be prepared and implemented during the
construction of the subdivision;
 The subdivision will be accessed via Honey Dam Road with both lots being afforded access
from this road.
Please refer to Attachment 1 for the proposed plans of development.
TOWN PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
STATUTORY
The application is made under the Cook Shire Council Planning Scheme 2017 and the subject site is
located with the Rural Zone of the Planning Scheme.
Under Schedule 2 of the Planning Act 2016, reconfiguring a lot means –
(a) Creating lots by subdividing another lot; or
(b) Amalgamating 2 or more lots; or
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(c) Rearranging the boundaries of a lot by registering a plan of subdivision under the Land Act
or Land Title Act; or
(d) Dividing land into parts by agreement rendering different parts of a lot immediately
available for separate disposition or separate occupation, other than by an agreement that
is –
(i)

A lease for a term; including renewal options, not exceeding 10 years; or

(ii)

An agreement for the use of part of the common property for a community title
scheme under the Body Corporate and Community Management Act 1997; or

(e) Creating an easement giving access to a lot from a constructed road.
COOK SHIRE COUNCIL PLANNING SCHEME 2017
Subdivision is code assessable under the Cook Shire Planning Scheme. The application is required to
be assessed against the following Planning Scheme codes:
 Reconfiguring a Lot Code;
 Rural Zone Code;
 Bushfire Hazard Overlay Code;
 Landslide Hazard Overlay Code; and
 Works, Services & Infrastructure Code.
Reconfiguring a Lot Code
The purpose of this code is to achieve the following overall outcomes, which include the following,
relevant to the assessment of the application:
(a) Lots are of a size and dimension suitable for their intended use and have due regard to local
geographical constraints, identified hazards, fragmentation of agricultural land and community
expectations of residential separation and character.
(b) Environmental and scenic values are protected;
(c) Reconfiguration does not impact on the Shire’s water resources;
(d) Subdivision of land achieves the efficient use of land and the efficient provision of infrastructure
and transport services;
(e) Lots are provided with the appropriate level of infrastructure to meet user requirements;
(f) A range and mix of lot sizes is provided to facilitate a variety of commercial, industry and housing
types;
(g) Subdivision design achieves road networks that provide connectivity and circulation for vehicles
and provides safe and efficient access for pedestrians, cyclists and public transport;
…
(k) Subdivision of land in the Rural zone does not result in the fragmentation or alienation of Good
Quality Agricultural Land.
(l) Subdivision within the Rural zone maintains rural landholdings in viable parcels unless it can be
demonstrated that the land is suitable for rural lifestyle allotments that and the other overall
outcomes in this section are not compromised.
Comments:
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Schedule 1 of the Reconfiguring a Lot Code sets the minimum area and dimensions for subdivisions
within Cook Shire. It is noted that proposed Lot 101 (at 32.21 hectares) is well below the minimum
area for subdivisions in the Rural Zone of 100 hectares.
The applicant acknowledges that the proposed lot is below the minimum lot size specified in
Schedule 1, however seeks to justify the subdivision on the basis that the layout has been designed
so that both allotments can suitably accommodate the existing and proposed rural industry
activities over the site. Proposed Lot 101 is considered to be a suitable size to accommodate the
recently approved ‘Produce Handling Facility’. Given that both lots will continue to operate as rural
industry allotments, it is considered that the long-term productive use of this agricultural land will
not be compromised as a result of the proposed subdivision.
In the absence of the approved Rural Industry (Produce Handling Facility) the proposed subdivision
is unlikely to be supported because the proposed allotment is well below the minimum lot size for
the rural zone. On this basis a condition of approval is recommended requiring the applicant to
provide evidence to Council that the Produce Handling Facility is at the construction Framing Stage
prior to endorsement of the survey plan. It is considered that this will afford sufficient protection to
avoid a scenario where the proposed allotment is used as a ‘rural lifestyle lot’.
In light of the above recommendation it’s also noted that the application included plans showing a
revised location of the Produce Handling Facility, required to facilitate the proposed subdivision.
This will require modification of the approval, however if modified in accordance with the submitted
plans it appears as though there will be suitable separation distances to the property boundaries to
ensure that the existing and future amenity of the site is maintained.
The recommended condition of approval requiring that the associated approval (DA/3999 – Produce
Handling Facility) is substantially commenced is sufficient to achieve compliance with the
performance outcomes of the Reconfiguring a Lot Code.
Rural Zone Code
The purpose of the rural zone is to –
(a) Provide for rural uses and activities; and
(b) Provide for other uses and activities that are compatible with –
(i)

Existing and future rural uses and activities; and

(ii)

The character and environmental features of the zone; and

(c) Maintain the capacity of land for rural uses and activities by protecting and managing
significant natural resources and processes.
The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes, relevant to the
assessment of this application:
(a) Agricultural land is protected from fragmentation or alienation;
(b) Adequate infrastructure (particularly roads) is provided to service rural communities and
support the rural economy;
…
(g) Built form is consistent with the rural character, which is typically a single dwelling house and
ancillary structures necessarily associated with the rural activity, such as sheds.
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(h) Scenic landscape values and rural character are protected from the visual impacts of clearing,
construction and intensive uses;
(i) Development maintains adequate separation from natural features such as prominent hills and
ridges, creeks, gullies, waterways, wetlands so they are retained, managed and enhanced.
…
(k) Rural zoned land is protected from adhoc subdivision or changes of use. OM6.4 – Future Urban
Expansion Overlay Map identifies Rural zoned land that may provide for the long-term expansion
of the township subject to the provision of infrastructure and orderly, sequencing and assessment
of constraints
Response
The proposal is considered to comply with these overall outcomes as:
 Whilst the subdivision is to facilitate an approved rural industry which value adds to existing
rural land uses on and adjacent to the site. In this sense the proposed allotment, whilst below
the minimum lot size is not considered to result in fragmentation of agricultural land;
 Honey Dam Road was determined to be adequate to service the Rural Industry when
approved and the proposed subdivision will not result in additional traffic; and
 The subdivision does not introduce any new or unapproved built form changes that would
affect the Rural Character or scenic values.

Bushfire Hazard Overlay Code
The purpose of the Bushfire Hazard Overlay is (in summary) to ensure that risk to life, property,
community, economic activity, and the environment during bushfire events is minimised. As shown
in Figure 2, there are portions on the allotment containing ‘potential impact buffer’ and ‘medium
potential bushfire intensity’.
The proposed development is for a subdivision and will not involve the establishment of any
buildings or structures on-site. The existing and approved structures are situated in areas free of
vegetation and where the potential bushfire hazard risk is mapped as being a being a potential
impact buffer or low. Any future building or structures will require assessment against this code to
ensure that appropriate bushfire mitigation strategies are implemented appropriately. Therefore,
the proposed development is not considered to present an unacceptable risk during a bushfire event
and a full assessment against the code is not required.
It is noted that whilst Figure 2 is sourced from the State mapping, it is identical to Council’s Planning
Scheme Bushfire Hazard Overlay but displays a greater detail.
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Figure 2 – Bushfire Hazard Area
(Source: Development Assessment Mapping System, QLD Govt.)
Landslide Hazard Overlay Code
The purpose of the Landslide Hazard Overlay Code is to:
(a) Provide for the assessment of the suitability of development in the Landslide Hazard Area
to ensure that risk to life, property, community, economic activity, and the environment
during landslide events is minimised.
(b) Ensure that development does not increase the potential damage on-site or to other
property.
Comments
It is noted that the proposed property boundary separating proposed Lots 101 and 102 does not
traverse through any areas of land identified as a Landslide Hazard Area. In addition, the entire
proposed Lot 101 will not contain any Landslide Hazard Area. Therefore, the proposed development
is not considered to present an unacceptable risk during a landslide event and a full assessment
against the code is not required.
Works, Services, and Infrastructure Code
The Works, Services, and Infrastructure Code seeks to ensure infrastructure is designed and
constructed to a suitable standard and that works, services and infrastructure do not cause
environmental degradation or increase the risk of natural hazards. The following comments are
noted:
 The subject land is not serviced by Council’s reticulated water or wastewater systems;
 Each proposed lot will be serviced by the existing dam (Honey Dam) located on the
property to fulfil all of its water servicing needs;
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 All existing buildings and structures are serviced via on-site effluent systems;
 Any future buildings and structures will require an on-site effluent system;
 Given the topography of the subject land, all waters from both proposed lots will continue
to be collected and discharged to the existing Honey Dam via overland flow;
 The site is already connected to the transmission grid via an existing connection to the
electricity supply network (all existing buildings and structures on the subject land are
already connected to this service);
 Any future development will have the ability to connect to the existing overhead
infrastructure along Honey Dam Road;
 Access to proposed Lot 102 is existing;
 Access to proposed Lot 101 will be conditioned;
 No public utility mains will be altered as a result of the proposed subdivision; and
 The proposed development does not involve any excavation or filling.
STATUTORY
Cape York Regional Plan
The Minister of the Department of State Development, Manufacturing, Infrastructure, and Planning
(DSDMIP, now under the QLD Treasury) has identified that the Planning Scheme, specifically the
strategic framework, appropriately advances the Cape York Regional Plan, as it applies in the
Planning Scheme area. Consequently, the review of this development application against the
provisions of the Planning Scheme satisfies assessment against the benchmarks stated in the Cape
York Regional Plan.
State Planning Policies
All aspects of the State Planning Policy have been adequately reflected in the Planning Scheme.
Accordingly, assessment against the applicable Planning Scheme provisions will address any
relevant State issues.
State Development Assessment Provisions (Referral Agencies)
A review of Schedule 10 of the Planning Regulation 2017 indicated that no referral requirements for
the proposed application apply, therefore the application does not trigger any State referrals.
TIMEFRAMES
Under the Development Assessment Rules, the decision period for this application expires on 11
November 2020.
INFRASTRUCTURE CHARGES
The proposed development is located outside of any mapped PIA (Priority Infrastructure Area),
therefore infrastructure charges are not imposed on the proposed development.
PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
Public notification was not required as the application is code assessable.
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REFERRAL AGENCIES
The application did not trigger any State referrals under Schedule 10 of the Planning Regulation
2017.

LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
Key Strategy Priority:
Environment – Respect for the unique natural environment of the Cape, its history and the provision
of sustainable, safe access for the enjoyment of the Cape’s communities and visitors.
Env 3: Appropriate consideration is given to planning and development controls, design guidelines,
traditional ownership and sustainable development principles when making planning decisions.
Env 3a: Planning outcomes demonstrate the quality of development assessment processes by
achieving results consistent with Council’s strategic direction.
DISCUSSION
The proposed development to reconfigure Lot 1 on SP282417 into two (2) allotments complies with
the relevant performance criteria of the applicable Planning Scheme codes and achieves compliance
with the overall outcomes of the Rural Zone Code. This development is a natural progression of the
expanding rural and agricultural industry within the Lakeland area, and will strengthen the rural
economies of both the Lakeland and Cook Shire regions. For these reasons, it is recommended that
the development be approved, subject to reasonable and relevant conditions.
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RECOMMENDATION
1.

That the application by PJFM No. 1 Pty Ltd C/- Stuart Ricketts, Urban Sync Pty Ltd for
Reconfiguring Lot 1 on SP282417 into Two (2) Allotments, located at 1L Hurse Road, Lakeland,
be approved subject to the reasonable and relevant conditions listed below.

2.

That the following reasons for the decision be included on the notice on Council’s website (as
required by section 63(4) of the Planning Act 2016) in the event that Council decides to
approve the application.
(a) An assessment was made against the applicable assessment benchmarks and the
proposed development demonstrated compliance.
(b) The proposed development will have no detrimental impact to the property or the
surrounding environment itself.

A. Assessment Manager (Council) Conditions
Approved Plan
1.

The development must be carried out generally in accordance with the Proposal Plan
submitted with the application, except for any variations required to comply with the
conditions of this approval. This includes:
 Plan of Subdivision – Reconfiguration of a Lot Proposed Lots 101 & 102 Cancelling Lot
1 on SP282417 Lakeland – PJFM No. 1 Pty Ltd – Drawing No. PR1474487-1 – Issue B –
Date: 19/8/2020.

Access
2.

Access to proposed Lot 102 must be via the existing access on Honey Dam Road.

3.

Access to proposed Lot 101 must be from Honey Dam Road. The access between the property
boundary and the kerb and channel and must be dust supressed and contain ancillary
stormwater drainage. Construction must be to the requirements of the FNQROC
Development Manual. Plans must be submitted for approval by Council’s Director
Infrastructure as part of an Operational Works application prior to works commencing.

Operational Works
4.

Prior to the endorsement of the survey plan, Council will require approval for an Operational
Works application for the following:
 Dust supressed access with ancillary stormwater drainage within the Honey Dam road
reserve for proposed Lot 101 (see Condition 3).
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This application will need to include plans prepared by a Registered Professional Engineer
Queensland (RPEQ), and be in accordance with the FNQROC Development Manual, and to
the satisfaction of Council’s Director Infrastructure.
A Traffic Management Plan (prepared by a suitably qualified person for works within the road
reserve) must be submitted for approval by Council’s Director Infrastructure prior to works
commencing.
On completion of the works, Council shall require a Certificate of Completion from an RPEQ
and a set of as constructed plans submitted to Council.
Effluent Disposal
5.

Each lot must be provided with a wastewater treatment and disposal system, prior to the
construction of a dwelling house. Any application for wastewater treatment and disposal
must include details of the proposed wastewater disposal systems and calculation
demonstrating compliance with the Plumbing and Wastewater Code and AS/NZS 1547:2000
– ‘On-site domestic wastewater management’. Details to be provided at the time of a
Plumbing and/or Building application.

Water Supply
6.

A separate source of water supply must be provided to each of the proposed allotments, at
the time of construction of a dwelling house. This would be satisfied by the provision of
rainwater tanks, with a minimum capacity of 50,000 litres for each lot. Where an alternative
source of water supply is available within the allotment, the applicant can provide certified
evidence as to the flow rates and water quality of the bore water or other supply to eliminate
or reduce the requirement for on-site water storage.

Sediment Control
7.

The applicant must ensure that effective measures are put in place to ensure construction
activity does not cause erosion. A sediment control plan must be submitted to Council for
approval prior to works commencing.

8.

The applicant must ensure that no soil or silt runoff occurs from the site during the
construction and operational phase of the development.

Stormwater Discharge
9.

Stormwater drainage must be directed to a legal point of discharge. Any future buildings must
direct stormwater from the roof top, to an approved legal point of discharge via a stormwater
pipe.

Electricity
10. Each proposed lot must be provided with a reliable electricity supply at the time of the issue
of any Certificate of Classification. Written evidence of such electricity supply must be
provided to Council prior to the issue of a Certificate of Classification for building work on the
lots created.
Fire Management
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11. All lots, access driveways, and fire breaks must be maintained by the owners at all times so
as not to create a fire hazard.
Environmental Protection
12. No state declared or environmental pest, plants, or animals are to be introduced onto the
property.
13. The applicant must ensure that no soil or silt runoff occurs from the site during the
construction and operational phase of the development.
Public Utilities
14. The developer is responsible for the cost of any alteration to Public Utilities as a result of
complying with the condition of this approval.

15. Utilities design must be in accordance with the FNQROC Development Manual D8
Operational Works Design Guidelines “Utilities”.
Compliance
16. All relevant Conditions of this Development Permit must be complied with prior to the Plan
of Survey being submitted to Council for endorsement, unless stated otherwise.
Timing of Effect
17. The applicant must submit evidence to Council’s Manager Planning and Environment that the
Rural Industry (Produce Handling Facility Ref: DA/3999) is at construction Framing Stage prior
to the endorsement of the Survey Plan.
Outstanding Charges
18. All rates, service charges, interest and other charges levied on the land are to be paid prior
to Council endorsement of the Plan of Survey.
Currency Period
19.

The reconfiguring a lot approval authorised under this development Permit must be
completed and the Plan of Survey submitted to Council for endorsement within four (4)
years from the commencement of this approval or the approval will lapse.

B. Assessment Manager (Council) Advice

1.

A development permit is required for carrying out any Building work and a Plumbing and
Drainage Approval/Compliance Permit is required for plumbing and drainage works prior to
any construction on these allotments.

2.

The erection and use of any future buildings must comply with the Building Act 1975 and all
other relevant Acts, Regulations and Laws, and these approval conditions.
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The applicant/owner is to ensure compliance with the requirements of the Aboriginal Cultural
Heritage Act 2003, and in particular – ‘the duty of care’ that it imposes on all landowners.
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APPLICATION FOR A DEVELOPMENT PERMIT DA/4188 - MATERIAL CHANGE OF USE FOR A
TOURIST PARK - OLD DAIRY ROAD, COOKTOWN - LOT 21 ON RP728583

File Number:

D20/28237

Author:

Reel Planning Pty Ltd

Authoriser:

Lisa Miller, Manager, Planning & Environment

Attachments:

1
2
Park

Attachment 1 - DA/4188 - Proposed Plans of development - MCU Tourist
Park - Lot 21 RP728583
DA/4188 - Road Condition Audit Report by Spencer Civil - MCU Tourist

PRECIS
Applicant:

Allan Kenneth Morris
3/327 Golden Four Drive
TugunQLD4224

Property Owner:

Richard Bruce Morris

Location:

Old Dairy Road, Cooktown

Real Property Description:

Lot 21 on RP728583

Lot Size:

228.9 Hectares

Zone:

Rural

Current Use:

Vacant Rural Allotment

Proposed Use:

Tourist Park

Level of Assessment:

Code Assessable

Referral Agencies:

Nil

BACKGROUND/HISTORY
An application was made to Council on 19 June 2020 for the issue of a development permit for a
Material Change of Use for a Nature-based Tourism on Lot 21 on RP728583, located at Old Dairy
Road, Cooktown. An Action Notice was issued by Council to the applicant on 1 July 2020 which
outlined Council’s initial concerns with the application. This included a query about whether the
proposal was properly categorised as Nature Based Tourism rather than Tourist Park and whether
the access road was constructed within the road reserve. The applicant responded via letter dated
8 July 2020, confirming that the proposal was for a Tourist Park and confirming that the road was
within the existing reserve. A Confirmation Notice was then issued to the applicant on 15 July 2020,
which identified the land use of the proposed development as a Tourist Park.
The application is subject to code assessment under the Cook Shire Council Planning Scheme 2017
(Planning Scheme), which requires the proposed development to be assessed against the applicable
Planning Scheme codes only. The application did not trigger any State referrals under the Planning
Regulation 2017.
SITE DESCRIPTION
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Lot 21 on RP728583 is 228.9 hectares in size and is rectangular in shape, with approximately 1
kilometre of road frontage to an unformed section Old Dairy Road. The site is approximately 22
kilometres north west of Cooktown, via Endeavour Valley Road. The site is within the Rural Zone of
the Planning Scheme and is currently vacant and heavily vegetated. With regards to site’s
vegetation, it is predominately covered in ‘Category B - an area that is a least concern ecosystem’
as well as a small portion of ‘Category B – an area containing of concern regional ecosystems’. It is
noted that the proposed development site will be located within the south western corner of the
allotment which avoids the ‘of concern’ area. It is also proposed to be located within cleared areas.
The site is relatively flat with a gradual slope rising to a mountain ridge to the north of the property.
The site is not connected to Council’s reticulated water or wastewater networks, nor is it connected
to any reticulated electricity network.
The site is accessed via Old Dairy Road. In response to Council’s Information Request, the applicant
has provided a road condition audit report of Old Dairy Road, which is discussed later in this report.
Please refer to Figure 1 – Site and Surrounding Locality

Figure 1 – Site and Surrounding Locality
(Source: QLD Globe)
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

The proposed development is for the construction of a Tourist Park in the south western portion of
the subject land and is to consist of five (5) camping sites. The applicant has advised that the
proposed Tourist Park is to cater for self-sufficient campers/RV’s and is to only provide basic
amenities and facilities for these guests. The proposed development is to also incorporate a
caretaker’s dwelling, camp kitchen block, a 20,000L rainwater tank, shower and toilet block, and a
standard septic system.
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Please refer to Attachment 1 for the proposed plans of development.
TOWN PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
The proposal is for a Tourist Park, which is defined under the Planning Scheme as:
Tourist Park – means the use of premises for –
(a) Holiday, accommodation in caravans, self-contained cabins, tents or other similar structures; or
(b) Amenity facilities, a food and drink outlet, a manager’s residence, offices, recreation facilities for the
use of occupants and their visitors, or staff accommodation, if the use is ancillary to the use in
paragraph (a).
A Tourist Park with 6 or less cabins or camping sites (such as is proposed) is identified as a code assessable
use in the Rural Zone, and therefore requires assessment against the applicable Planning Scheme codes only.
The following codes are relevant to this development application:






Rural Zone Code;
Works, Services, and Infrastructure Code;
Bushfire Hazard Overlay Code;
Residential Use Code; and
Parking and Access Code.

Rural Zone Code
The purpose of the rural zone is to –
(a) Provide for rural uses and activities; and
(b) Provide for other uses and activities that are compatible with –
(i)
Existing and future rural uses and activities; and
(ii)
The character and environmental features of the zone; and
(c) Maintain the capacity of land for rural uses and activities by protecting and managing
significant natural resources and processes.
The proposed development complies with the purpose of the Rural Zone Code, as well as the overall
and performance outcomes of the Code. The relevant overall outcomes include the following:
(a) Agricultural land is protected from fragmentation or alienation;
(b) Adequate infrastructure (particularly roads) is provided to service rural communities and
support the rural economy;
…
(g) Built form is consistent with the rural character, which is typically a single dwelling house and
ancillary structures necessarily associated with the rural activity, such as sheds.
(h) Scenic landscape values and rural character are protected from the visual impacts of clearing,
construction and intensive uses;
(i) Development maintains adequate separation from natural features such as prominent hills and
ridges, creeks, gullies, waterways, wetlands so they are retained, managed and enhanced.
(j) Non-rural development is designed and located so it does not compromise the long-term use of
the land for rural purposes.
(k) Rural zoned land is protected from adhoc subdivision or changes of use. OM6.4 – Future Urban
Expansion Overlay Map identifies Rural zoned land that may provide for the long-term expansion
of the township subject to the provision of infrastructure and orderly, sequencing and assessment
of constraints.
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The proposal responds to the above as follows:
 The proposal is for short term accommodation on a site with no history of or value for rural
activities such as grazing or cropping.
 The scale, density and height of the proposed development is consistent with the rural built
form.
 All buildings and camping sites and associated infrastructure are not visible from Old Dairy
Road, and setback a satisfactory distance from neighbouring properties.
 The land is not mapped as Good Quality Agricultural Land (GQAL).
 The proposed development will not have a detrimental impact on the scenic amenity of
surrounding hillsides or views.
The applicant has provided a full assessment to the Rural Zone Code and it is considered compliant
with the provisions of this code.
Works, Services, and Infrastructure Code
The purpose of the Works, Services and Infrastructure Code is to ensure development is provided
with the range of infrastructure services expected by the community. The code is achieved through
the following overall outcomes:
(a) Infrastructure is designed and constructed to a suitable standard.
(b) Works, services, and infrastructure do not cause environmental degradation or increase the
risk of natural hazards; and
(c) Development is designed, constructed, and managed to avoid or minimise impacts on
receiving waters.
The proposed development complies with the Works, Services and Infrastructure Code as:
 Provision is made for a 20,000L rainwater tank for a safe and reliable supply of potable and
general use water, which is considered adequate given the scale of the development;
 A septic system is proposed which would be subject to a Council plumbing application and
approval;
 The land is well drained, and it is considered that stormwater runoff as a result of the
proposed development will not have a detrimental impact on receiving waters;
 No electricity supply is proposed as the intention is for fully self-sufficient campers;
 Old Dairy Road will be upgraded via the conditions of approval to ensure the safe and
efficient movement of vehicles to and from the proposed development site; and
 There is no impact to public utility mains nor is the any proposed excavation on the site.

Bushfire Hazard Overlay Code
The purpose of the Bushfire Hazard Overlay Code is to:
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(a) Provide for the assessment of the suitability of development in the Bushfire Hazard Overlay
area to ensure that risk to life, property, community, economic activity, and the environment
during bushfire events is minimised.
(b) Ensure that the development does not increase the potential for bushfire damage on-site or
to other property.
As shown in Figure 2 below, the proposed development location on the subject site is in a Medium
Potential Bushfire Intensity area as well as a Potential Impact Buffer area. It is further noted that
whilst this extract is from the State Government’s Development Assessment Mapping System, the
mapping is identical to Council’s Bushfire Hazard Overlay mapping.
The applicant has submitted a Bushfire Hazard Checklist which is an assessment tool within the
Planning Scheme which categorises bushfire risk based on fuel type, fire history, topographic
features, housing/building density, damage potential, etc. The conclusion of this assessment was
that the proposed development will have a low bushfire hazard threat.
Furthermore, the proposed development complies with the remaining applicable overall outcomes
of the code as:
 The proposed development site is protected Webb Creek to the north, and firebreaks around
the southern, western, and eastern sides;
 A 20,000L rainwater tank is proposed which will be conditioned to be suitable for firefighting
purposes.
 The applicant has advised that the property is generally well serviced with fire trails and
multiple evacuation routes.

Figure 2 – Bushfire Hazard Area
(Source: Development Assessment Mapping System)

Residential Use Code
The purpose of the Residential Use code is to facilitate a high standard of design and amenity for all
residential development.
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Performance Outcome 10 of this code relates to Tourist Parks and states “individual sites have
adequate area for the comfort of guests and maintain adequate separation between individual sites
and facilities to provide privacy and comfort to guests.” The acceptable outcome refers to a
minimum individual site area for a caravan to be 90m2. It is considered that the proposed plans have
demonstrated compliance with this requirement, and that there is sufficient separation areas
between each individual camping site.
The code also requires that safe and efficient vehicle movements are facilitated both on site and on
the adjoining public road. As shown on the proposed plans of development, the internal road is
designed in a way that allows campers to enter and exit the site in a forward gear. Upgrades to Old
Dairy Road will also form part of the recommended approval (discussed further below).
No further assessment against this code is considered necessary.
Parking and Access Code
The purpose of the Parking and Access Code is to ensure transport, access and car parking is safe,
efficient, and convenient. The code is achieved through the following overall outcomes:
(a) The amount of parking provided for a particular land use is sufficient to meet the parking
needs for that use;
(b) Parking and manoeuvring areas, passenger setdown/pickup areas and goods
loading/unloading facilities are provided in a safe and efficient manner; and
(c) Access arrangements do not compromise the safety and efficiency of the transport network.
Schedule 1 of the Parking and Access Code lists the minimum number of car parking spaces to be
provided for various land uses defined under the Planning Scheme. Under Schedule 1, the land use
of ‘Tourist Park’ requires one (1) space per campsite plus an additional one (1) space for every ten
(10) campsites. As a result, the proposed development will require a total of five (5) on-site car
parking spaces.
It is considered that there is ample space provided on site for guests of the proposed tourist park to
park, and that the designated camping sites also represent a car parking.
The application material stated that the existing access track to the property was adequate for
normal vehicles. Council’s information request sought that the applicant submit a road condition
audit by an appropriately qualified person identifying any upgrades required to the access track to
ensure there is permanent all weather 2wd access to the property. In response, the applicant
submitted an audit undertaken by Daniel Spencer of Spencer Civil (see attachment 2) which
recommended various improvements to create a trafficable 4m wide track from Old Dairy Road
through to the property entrance (a distance of approximately 1km).
Council’s Engineers were consulted, who recommended that the applicant be required to upgrade
the access track to a 5.5m pavement width (on an 8m formation) with 1.25m shoulders located a
minimum 3m from the property boundary of the adjoining lot.
Notwithstanding the above, the 4m wide track (and associated upgrades) recommended by the road
audit is recommended to be adopted in the event that Council approves the development. This
recommendation has considered the following:
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1. The road audit was prepared by an RPEQ engineer who has determined the necessary
upgrades required to allow a 2wd vehicle to access the site.
2. The track is built within a road reserve however is not currently maintained by Council.
3. It is understood that this track only services the subject property.
4. The cost of upgrading the existing track to a Rural Standard Road (as recommended) is likely
to be extremely costly and it is considered that having upgraded the road to this standard,
there would be an expectation that Council maintain the road to this standard.
5. The cost to the applicant and potential future cost to Council are not considered reasonable
and relevant in the context of the development sought.
STATUTORY
Cape York Regional Plan
The Minister for the Department of State Development, Manufacturing, Infrastructure, and
Planning (DSDMIP (now under the Queensland Treasury)) has identified that the Planning Scheme,
specifically the strategic framework, appropriately advances the Cape York Regional Plan, as it
applies in the Planning Scheme area. Consequently, the review of this development application
against the provisions of the Planning Scheme satisfies assessment against the benchmarks stated
in the Cape York Regional Plan.
State Planning Policies
All aspects of the State Planning Policy have been adequately reflected in the Planning Scheme.
Accordingly, assessment against the applicable Planning Scheme provisions will address any
relevant State issues.
State Development Assessment Provisions (Referral Agencies)
A review of Schedule 10 of the Planning Regulation 2017 indicated that no referral requirements for
the proposed development apply, therefore the application does not trigger any State referrals .
TIMEFRAMES (DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT RULES)
Under the Development Assessment Rules, the decision period for this application expires on 11
November 2020.
INFRASTRUCTURE CHARGES
This application was lodged following the adoption of Council’s Charges Resolution (No. 2) of 2018.
The resolution levies charges for water supply, sewerage, transport, public parks and community
land, and stormwater. The proposed development is located outside the Cooktown Priority
Infrastructure Area (PIA), therefore infrastructure charges are not imposed in this instance.
PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
As the application was subject to code assessment under the Planning Scheme and the Planning Act
2016, the application is not required to be publicly notified.
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LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
Key Strategy Priority:
Environment – Respect for the unique natural environment of the Cape, its history and the provision
of sustainable, safe access for the enjoyment of the Cape’s communities and visitors.
Env 3: Appropriate consideration is given to planning and development controls, design guidelines,
traditional ownership and sustainable development principles when making planning decisions.
Env 3a: Planning outcomes demonstrate the quality of development assessment process by
achieving results consistent with Council’s strategic direction.
DISCUSSION
The proposed Tourist Park is located on land approximately 22km north west of Cooktown along
Endeavour Valley Road. It will provide a type of accommodation product which will help strengthen
tourism in the Region. The proposed use is at the low end of the intensity scale when it comes to a
Tourist Park and is located on a site of sufficient size to accommodate the use and provide suitable
setbacks to adjoining residences and the road network. These setbacks are supplemented by the
existing vegetation which is intended to be retained. The proposal is therefore recommended to
Council for approval, subject to conditions.
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RECOMMENDATION
1.

That the application by Allan Kenneth Morris for Development Permit DA/4188 – Material
Change of Use for a Tourist Park on Lot 21 on RP728583 located at Old Dairy Road, Cooktown
be approved subject to the following reasonable and relevant conditions.

2.

That the following reasons for the decision be included on the notice on Council’s website (as
required by section 63(4) of the Planning Act 2016) if Council decides to approve the
application:
(a) An assessment was made against the relevant Cook Shire Council Planning Scheme 2017
codes and the proposed development demonstrated compliance.
(b) The proposed use will have no detrimental impact on the surrounding land uses.

A. Assessment Manager (Council) Conditions
Approved Plan
1. The development must be carried out generally in accordance with the following Proposal
Plan (Appendix A) submitted with the application, except for any variations required to
comply with the conditions of this approval:
 ‘Mt Fantastic Nature Camping’ – Morris Developments – MCU for Nature based
Tourism Lot 21 on RP728583 Old Dairy Road, Cooktown – Sheet 1 of 2;
 ‘Mt Fantastic Nature Camping’ – Morris Developments – MCU for Nature based
Tourism Lot 21 on RP728583 Old Dairy Road, Cooktown – Sheet 2 of 2.
Access
2. The existing access track is to be upgraded in accordance with the road condition audit
prepared by Spencer Civil and dated 11 September 2020. The access track is to be
maintained in a condition to ensure that there is permanent 2wd access.
3. Access to the proposed development must be constructed from Old Dairy Road via the
existing track (as upgraded in accordance with condition 2).
Water Supply
4. A potable water supply must be provided for the Tourist Park prior to the commencement
of the use. This would be satisfied by the provision of a rainwater tank with a minimum
capacity of 20,000 litres. Where an alternative source of water supply is available within
the allotment, the applicant can provide certified evidence as to the flow rates and water
quality of the bore water or other supply to eliminate or reduce the requirement of onsite water storage.
5. A water tank is to be provided within 10 metres of each building (other than a Class 10
building) which:
 Is either below ground or of non-flammable construction; and
 Has a minimum pressure and flow of 10L per second at 200kPa; and
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 Is fitted with a 50mm male camlock or, if underground, an access hole of a
minimum 200mm to accommodation suction lines; and
 Includes a hardstand area allowing a 15 tonne fire appliance access within 6 metres
of the tank.
Effluent Disposal
6. Any application for wastewater treatment and disposal must include details of the
proposed wastewater disposal systems and calculation demonstrating compliance with
the Queensland Plumbing and Wastewater Code and AS/NZS, 1547:2000 – ‘On-site
domestic wastewater management’. Details are to be provided at the time of lodgement
of a Plumbing and/or Building application.
Timing of Effect
7. The conditions of this development permit must be complied with the satisfaction of
Council’s Manager Planning and Environment prior to the commencement of the use.
8. The applicant must notify Council that all the conditions of the development permit have
been complied with prior to the commencement of the use.
Amenity
9. There shall be no adverse impact on the amenity of the surrounding area by reason of light
nuisance, dust or noise.
Fire Management
10. The development must be maintained at all times to a standard so as not to create a fire
hazard.
Stormwater
11. Stormwater must be directed to a legal point of discharge.
Environmental Protection
12. During the construction stage of the Tourist Park, the applicant must ensure that no sand,
soil, or silt runoff occurs from the site. Erosion and sediment controls must be in place.
13. The development site must be landscaped with appropriate native trees and shrubs to
prevent erosion and silt runoff from the site once construction of the tourist park is
complete.
Public Utilities
14. The development is responsible for the cost of any alterations to public utilities as a result
of complying with the conditions of this approval.

Compliance
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15. All relevant conditions of this development permit must be complied with prior to the use
commencing.
Currency Period
16. The currency period for this Development Approval is six (6) years. Should the use not be
established within this time, the approval shall lapse.
Outstanding Charges
17. All rates, service charges, interest and other charges levied on the land are to be paid prior
to the commencement of the use.
A. Assessment Manager (Council) Advice
1.

A development permit is required for carrying out Building Works, and a Plumbing and
Drainage Approval/Compliance Permit is required for plumbing and drainage works prior to
the construction of any buildings associated with this development.

2.

The applicant/owner must notify Council of their intention to commence the use after
acceptance of and compliance with these conditions, or negotiated decisions (or court
determined conditions) and prior to the commencement of the use. This will allow a check
for compliance with conditions to be carried out by Council officers.

3.

The applicant/owner is to ensure compliance with the requirements of the Aboriginal Cultural
Heritage Act 2003, and in particular – ‘the duty of care’ that it imposes on all landowners.

Appendix ‘A’
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APPLICATION FOR A DEVELOPMENT PERMIT DA/4203 - MATERIAL CHANGE OF USE FOR
NON-RESIDENT WORKFORCE ACCOMMODATION AND CARETAKER'S ACCOMMODATION PALMERVILLE STATION, PALMER - LOT 14 ON SP250040

File Number:

D20/28595

Author:

Reel Planning Pty Ltd

Authoriser:

Lisa Miller, Manager, Planning & Environment

Attachments:

1
2

DA/4203 - Proposed Plans for MCU - Palmerville - Non-Resident
Workforce and Caretaker's Accommodation
DA/4203 - Referral Agency Response

PRECIS
Applicant:

Diversified Agriculture Pty Ltd
C/- U&i Town Plan
51 Macquarie Street
Teneriffe QLD 4005

Property Owner:

Chelsea on the Park Pty Ltd

Location:

Palmerville Station, Palmer

Real Property Description:

Lot 14 on SP250040

Lot Size:

134,000 Hectares

Zone:

Rural

Current Use:

Active Rural Property with Grazing Activities

Proposed Use:

Non-Resident Workforce
Accommodation

Level of Assessment:

Code Assessable

Referral Agencies:

State Assessment & Referral Agency (SARA)

Accommodation

and

Caretaker’s

BACKGROUND/HISTORY
An application was made to Council on 27 July 2020 for the issue of a development permit for a
Material Change of Use for Non-Resident Workforce Accommodation and Caretaker’s
Accommodation on Lot 14 on SP250040, located at Palmerville Station, Palmer. A Confirmation
Notice was issued on 7 August 2020 and identified the proposed development as code assessable
under the Cook Shire Council Planning Scheme 2017 (Planning Scheme). It was also identified that
the application would require a referral to the State Assessment and Referral Agency (SARA) for
clearing native vegetation.
SITE DESCRIPTION
Lot 14 on SP250040 or Palmerville Station, Palmer, is situated approximately 68 kilometres south
west of Laura, is 134,000 hectares in size, and is currently used as an active rural property comprising
of grazing activities as well as numerous gold mining leases.
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The premises is in two local government areas, being Cook Shire and Mareeba Shire, however the
part of site where the accommodation is proposed is completely within Cook Shire. The assessment
is therefore the responsibility of Cook Shire Council.
The site is predominately covered with remnant vegetation and includes a mix of undulating ridges
and rough broken ranges which are associated with the Great Dividing Range, as well as a double
frontage of approximately 70 kilometres to the Palmer River. There are several creeks and gullies
throughout the site, while existing infrastructure includes machinery sheds, internal tracks, cattle
yards, and various grazing and holding paddocks. There is an existing dwelling on the site which has
been described by the applicant as an ‘unapproved shack’.
The site is zoned Rural under the Planning Scheme and the proposed development site is situated
on the western portion of the allotment (Figure 1).

Figure 1 – Proposed Development Site and Subject Site Locality
(Source: QLD Globe)

The site has recently been acquired by new owners who are seeking to construct various
improvements to the station, to provide a base to support the overall operations and management
of the property for grazing.
The site is accessed via Whites Creek Road from the Mulligan Highway or via Palmerville
Road/Mount Mulgrave Road via the Peninsula Developmental Road.
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
The proposed development is seeking a development permit for a Material Change of Use for a NonResident Workforce Accommodation and Caretaker’s Accommodation to provide accommodation
for the staff required for the overall management of the activities associated with the grazing
operations of the station.
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There are a total of six (6) buildings proposed which form part of the proposed development. Three
(3) buildings will be used to accommodate staff in a total of ten (10) rooms. These buildings are
orientated towards one another and surround a covered outdoor communal/BBQ area. Two
buildings are south of the abovementioned accommodation. The first will accommodate the kitchen
facilities and the second is proposed to be used a temporary station manager’s office (caretaker’s
accommodation). One building is proposed north of the accommodation for storage.
The proposed development site is accessed via an internal road which connects to Palmerville
Road/Mount Mulgrave Road approximately 4 kilometres to the north west. There is also an
evacuation access (which also intersects Palmerville/Mount Mulgrave Road) identified in the
application which can be used if the primary access is restricted.
Please refer to Figure 2 for the Proposed Development Site Plan.

Figure 2 – Proposed Development Site Plan
(Source: U&i Town Plan, ref: M10-19)

Please refer to Attachment 1 for the proposed plans of development.
TOWN PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
COOK SHIRE COUNCIL PLANNING SCHEME 2017
The proposal is for a Non-Resident Workforce Accommodation and a Caretaker’s Accommodation,
which are defined under the Planning Scheme as:
Non-Resident Workforce Accommodation – means the use of premises for –
(a) Accommodation for non-resident workers; or
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(b) Recreation and entertainment facilities for persons residing at the premises and their visitors,
if the use is ancillary to the use in paragraph (a).
Caretaker’s Accommodation – means the use of premises for a dwelling for a caretaker of a nonresidential use on the same premises.
Both Non-Resident Workforce Accommodation and Caretaker’s Accommodation are identified as a
code assessable use in the Rural Zone, and therefore require assessment against the applicable
Planning Scheme codes only. The following codes are relevant to this development application:
 Rural Zone Code;
 Parking & Access Code;
 Works, Services, and Infrastructure Code;
 Residential Use Code;
 Bushfire Hazard Overlay Code; and
 Biodiversity Overlay Code.
Rural Zone Code
The purpose of the rural zone is to –
(a) Provide for rural uses and activities; and
(b) Provide for other uses and activities that are compatible with –
(i)
Existing and future rural uses and activities; and
(ii)
The character and environmental features of the zone; and
(c) Maintain the capacity of land for rural uses and activities by protecting and managing
significant natural resources and processes.
The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes, relevant to the
assessment of this application:
(a) Agricultural land is protected from fragmentation or alienation;
(b) Adequate infrastructure (particularly roads) is provided to service rural communities and
support the rural economy.
…
(g) Built form is consistent with the rural character, which is typically a single dwelling house
and ancillary structures necessarily associated with the rural activity, such as sheds.
(h) Scenic landscape values and rural character are protected from the visual impacts of clearing,
construction, and intensive uses.
(i) Development maintains adequate separation from natural features such as prominent hills
and ridges, creeks, gullies, waterways, wetlands so they are retained, managed, and
enhanced.
Response
The proposal is considered to comply with these overall outcomes as:
 The use is proposed to support and service the existing rural activities undertaken on the
land. It is located in a largely cleared area that does not appear to be subject to active rural
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pursuits. In this sense there will be no impact or fragmentation to the rural values of the
land.
 The generated traffic from the proposed development is considered to be minor, and
Palmerville Road/Mount Mulgrave Road and Whites Creek Road (both stock routes) are
considered adequate to service the traffic generated from the proposed development;
 The built form is considered to be consistent with the rural character and the proposed
structures are considered ancillary to carrying out the primary rural use of the station;
 The vegetation clearing and construction of the proposed development is not considered to
be detrimental to the scenic landscape values and rural character of the site or the locality;
 Due to the remoteness of the site, the proposed development site is situated adjacent to an
existing dam which will act as the development’s water source. It is considered that the
proposed development site is not located adjacent to any other prominent natural features.
 An assessment against the Performance Criteria of the Rural Zone Code is provided below:
Performance Criteria
Proposal Compliance
Section 1 – For accepted and assessable development
Land Use
Built Form
PO 1 The scale, density and height of The proposed caretaker’s and workers’
buildings and structures is consistent with the accommodation will not exceed 8.5m in
rural built form.
height. Due to the size of the property, it’s
unlikely that the proposed development will
be visible from surrounding private and public
spaces and on this basis there is not
considered to be any inconsistency with the
rural built form.
Siting
PO 2 Buildings and structures are sited to
The proposed development complies with
protect the rural amenity of the area when
the associated acceptable solution which
viewed from roads and neighbouring
specifies a minimum setback of 50m from
properties, and to minimise the impacts of
any State controlled road and a minimum
noise and dust.
setback of 6m from other boundaries. In any
case and as noted above, it is considered
unlikely that the proposed buildings will be
visible from surrounding private and public
spaces and will be compatible with the rural
amenity. The workers and caretaker
accommodation buildings are setback
approximately 2.5 kilometres from the
closest boundary, being an unnamed road
reserve to the west. There is no expected
noise or dust impacts.
State controlled road - amenity
PO 3 Development achieves acceptable levels The site does not have a frontage to any
of amenity for residents and visitors
State controlled roads.
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PO 4 Agricultural land is protected for
agricultural production.

For assessable development
Siting
PO 5 Buildings and structures are sited to
protect the rural amenity of the area when
viewed from roads and neighbouring
properties, and to minimise the impacts of
noise and dust.
Rural land use
PO 6 Development ensures the following
rural outcomes are achieved:
(a) new or existing rural or extractive
industries will not be prevented from
establishing and/or expanding.
(b) infrastructure critical to agricultural and
extractive industry supply chains are
protected and used sustainably; and
(c) rural landscape values, water resources
and environmental quality are protected.
Extractive resources
PO7 Extractive industry operations and
proven resource deposits are protected from
the encroachment of incompatible land uses.
Stock routes
PO8 Development must not compromise the
primary use of the stock route or capacity for
stock movement.

Visual amenity
PO9 Development maintains and enhances
the scenic amenity of prominent hillsides,
coastal landscapes, views and vistas.
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Proposal Compliance
The associated Acceptable Outcome seeks
that permanent plantations are not located
on agricultural land as mapped on overlay
map OM8. No permanent plantations are
proposed to the Performance Outcome is
satisfied.

As indicated earlier, the proposed structures
are well set back from boundaries and
external roads so there is unlikely to be any
noise or dust impacts.

The associated acceptable outcome relates
to subdivision and development within the
Annan River Resource Buffer as mapped on
Overlay Map OM11. Neither acceptable
outcome is relevant to the proposed
development.

The associated acceptable outcome relates
to dwelling houses and as such the
acceptable outcome (and performance
outcome) is not applicable.
The proposed development site is setback
approximately 2.5km to the east of the
Palmerville Road/Mount Mulgrave Road
stock route, and approximately 7.5km to the
west of the Whites Creek Road stock route. It
is considered that the proposed development
and generated traffic is of a relatively small
scale and will have no detrimental impact
upon the use of the stock route.
The proposed development is situated well
within the boundaries of a large station,
which features numerous undulating hills
and broken mountain ridges. It is considered
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Proposal Compliance
that the subject site is not located within any
prominent hillside or coastal landscape.

Parking and Access Code
The Parking and Access Code seeks to ensure there is adequate staff and visitor parking, as well as
safe and efficient access to the site. The code requires that one parking space be provided for a
caretaker dwelling but does not specify a parking rate for non-resident workforce accommodation.
A review of the site and proposed plans of development indicates that there is plenty of available
informal parking areas and manoeuvring areas next to the proposed buildings. There are several
constructed access points for the subject site, and various internal driveways which are considered
adequate for the size and scale of the proposed development. There is considered to be compliance
with this code.
Works, Services and Infrastructure Code
The Works, Services and Infrastructure Code seeks to ensure infrastructure is designed and
constructed to a suitable standard and that works, services an infrastructure do not cause
environmental degradation or increase the risk of natural hazards. There is limited information in
the report submitted by the applicant in terms of services provided to the site.
It is noted that the subject site is not connected to Council’s reticulated water or wastewater
networks, therefore conditions relating to on-site sewerage and on-site water storage will be
imposed. Stormwater will be conditioned to be directed to a legal point of discharge although it’s
noted that the development adjoins a dam and this is the likely discharge source. It is considered
that there is compliance with this code.
Residential Use Code
An assessment against the Residential Use Code is required as the code applies to both proposed
land uses. Specific to the caretaker’s dwelling, the code seeks that only one caretakers dwelling be
established on the site and that it does not exceed 150m2. The proposed caretakers dwelling
complies with this criteria. Specific to non-resident workforce accommodation, the code seeks the
following:
 Accommodation is provided on the same site as the place of employment of the nonresident workforce;
 The site is remote from alternative sources of accommodation, or insufficient
accommodation is available locally to serve the needs of the non-resident workforce;
 Air conditioning units and plant are:
(a) not obtrusive when viewed from the public street; and
(b) are acoustically screened where located in proximity to other dwellings.
 A minimum area of 25m2 recreational space is provided for each accommodation unit (can
be a combined recreational space);
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 A minimum 40m vegetated buffer is provided between the accommodation units and
irrigated crops;
 Development is of a scale and character that does not detract from the character or amenity
of the area.
Response
 The accommodation is provided on the same site as the place of employment of the nonresident workers;
 The subject site is remote from alternative sources of accommodation;
 The proposed development site is setback approximately 2.5km to the closest public road
(being a stock route);
 The proposed development site is not in a close proximately to other dwellings;
 There is sufficient recreational space provided for the proposed workers accommodation;
 There are no irrigated crops close to the proposed development;
 The proposed development is of a scale and character that does not detract from the
character or amenity of the area.
There is considered to be compliance with this code.
Bushfire Hazard Overlay Code
The purpose of the Bushfire Hazard Overlay is (in summary) to ensure that risk to life, property,
community, economic activity, and the environment during bushfire events is minimised. The
application material has stated that sufficient buffers will be provided around the proposed
buildings and maintained to ensure the necessary fire breaks provide protection to the buildings in
the event of a bushfire. Pumps are also provided from the adjacent dam to ensure sufficient water
is available for fire-fighting purposes. It will be conditioned that the development be provided with
a 50,000 litre water tanks for water storage. It is considered that the proposed development
achieves compliance with this code.
Biodiversity Overlay Code
Under Version 2.0 of the Planning Scheme, part of the site is identified on the Biodiversity Overlay
map as containing Matters of State Environmental Significance (MSES), specifically Regulated
Vegetation that is Essential Habitat (refer to Figure 3). The area of the proposed development is
excluded from the overlay and therefore no assessment against the overlay code is
triggered/required. It is noted that the balance of the site has areas of Category B vegetation which
required the application to be referred to and assessed by the State (via SARA). SARA assessed these
matters and issued an approval dated 29 September 2020 (refer Attachment 2).
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Figure 3 – Biodiversity Overlay extract
(Source: Cook Shire Council Planning Scheme 2017)

STATUTORY
Cape York Regional Plan
The Minister of the Department of State Development, Manufacturing, Infrastructure, and Planning
(DSDMIP, now under the QLD Treasury) has identified that the Planning Scheme, specifically the
strategic framework, appropriately advances the Cape York Regional Plan, as it applies in the
Planning Scheme area. Consequently, the review of this development application against the
provisions of the Planning Scheme satisfies assessment against the benchmarks stated in the Cape
York Regional Plan.
State Planning Policies
All aspects of the State Planning Policy have been adequately reflected in the Planning Scheme.
Accordingly, assessment against the applicable Planning Scheme provisions will address any
relevant State issues.
State Development Assessment Provisions (Referral Agencies)
A review of Schedule 10 of the Planning Regulation 2017 indicated that the application was to be
referred to the State (via SARA) for Native Vegetation Clearing. A copy of the SARA approval is
attached as Attachment 2.
TIMEFRAMES
Under the Development Assessment Rules, the decision period for this application expires on 11
November 2020.
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INFRASTRUCTURE CHARGES
The proposed development is located outside of any mapped PIA (Priority Infrastructure Area),
therefore infrastructure charges are not imposed on the proposed development.
PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
Public notification was not required as the application is code assessable.
LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
Key Strategy Priority:
Environment – Respect for the unique natural environment of the Cape, its history and the provision
of sustainable, safe access for the enjoyment of the Cape’s communities and visitors.
Env 3: Appropriate consideration is given to planning and development controls, design guidelines,
traditional ownership and sustainable development principles when making planning decisions.
Env 3a: Planning outcomes demonstrate the quality of development assessment processes by
achieving results consistent with Council’s strategic direction.
DISCUSSION
The proposed development for a material change of use for Caretaker’s Accommodation and Nonresident Workforce Accommodation on Lot 14 on SP250040 complies with the applicable Planning
Scheme codes including the Rural Zone Code. The application required a referral to the State (via
SARA) for native vegetation clearing which was approved on 29 September 2020. Therefore, it is
recommended that the development be approved, subject to reasonable and relevant conditions.
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RECOMMENDATION
That the application by Diversified Agriculture Pty Ltd C/- U&i Town Plan for a Material Change
of Use for a Non-Resident Workforce Accommodation and Caretaker’s Accommodation on
Lot
14
on SP250040, located at Palmerville Station, Palmer, be approved subject to the reasonable
and relevant conditions listed below.
2. That the following reasons for the decision be included on the notice on Council’s website (as
required by section 63(4) of the Planning Act 2016) in the event that Council decides to
approve the application.
(a) An assessment was made against the applicable assessment benchmarks and the
proposed development demonstrated compliance.
(b) The proposed development will have no detrimental impact on the property or the
surrounding environment itself.
A. Assessment Manager (Council) Conditions
Approved Plan
1. The development must be carried out generally in accordance with the Proposal Plans
submitted with the application, except for any variations required to comply with the
conditions of this approval. This includes:
 Site Access Plan – Prepared by: U&i Town Plan – Plan No: M10/19 (2) – Date: 12/12/2019;
 Site Plan for Development – Prepared by: U&i Town Plan – Plan No: M10/19 (1) – Date:
12/12/2019;

 DONGA 1 – Standard Room and Accommodation Layout – Prepared by U&i Town Plan – Plan No:
M10/19 (3) – Date: 12/12/2019; and

 Kitchen Layout – Prepared by U&i Town Plan – Plan No: M10/19 (4) – Date: 12/12/2019.
Water Supply
2. A potable water supply must be provided prior to the commencement of the use. This would
be satisfied by the provision of a rainwater tank with a minimum capacity of 100,000 litres.
Where an alternative source of water supply is available within the allotment, the applicant
can provide certified evidence as to the flow rates and water quality of the bore water or other
supply to eliminate or reduce the requirement of on-site water storage.
Effluent Disposal
3. Any application for wastewater treatment and disposal must include details of the proposed
wastewater disposal systems and calculation demonstrating compliance with the Queensland
Plumbing and Wastewater Code and AS/NZS, 1547:2000 – ‘On-site domestic wastewater
management’. Details are to be provided at the time of lodgement of a Plumbing and/or
Building application.
Amenity
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4. There shall be no adverse impact on the amenity of the surrounding area by reason of light,
nuisance, dust, or noise.
Fire Management
5. The development must be maintained at all times to a standard so as not to create a fire
hazard. Specifically, a cleared buffer of must be maintained between the approved structures
and adjacent vegetation equal to 1.5 times the height of the tallest adjacent tree or 20m
(whichever is greatest).
Electricity Supply
6. The applicant is to ensure that the non-resident workforce accommodation and caretaker’s
accommodation have a reliable electricity supply, prior to the commencement of the use.
Stormwater
7. Stormwater must be directed to a legal point of discharge.
Recreation
8. The recreation space between the accommodation buildings must be roofed and sealed with
concrete and/or formally landscaped prior to the commencement of the use.
Facilities
9. One building is to contain a kitchenette, laundry and storage facilities suitable for the
proposed use, with a separate outdoor clothes drying area.
Kitchenette Living Conditions
10. The kitchenette must be designed and constructed to the requirements of the Australia New
Zealand Food Standards Code- Standard 4.2.3 - Food Premises and Equipment.
11. The kitchenette must be roofed and enclosed by 4 walls and a solid wall must be used to
separate the kitchenette from any area that is not used for food preparation and storage.
Environmental Protection
12. During the construction phase of the development, the applicant must ensure that no sand,
soil, or silt runoff occurs from the site. Erosion and sediment controls must be in place.
Compliance
13. The conditions of this development permit must be complied with to the satisfaction of
Council’s Manager Planning and Environment prior to the commencement of the use.
14. The applicant must notify Council that all the conditions of the development permit have been
complied with prior to the commencement of the use.
Currency Period
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15. The currency period for this Development Permit is six (6) years. Should the use not be
established within this time, the approval shall lapse.
Outstanding Charges
16. All rates, service charges, interest, and other charges levied on the land are to be paid prior to
the commencement of the use.
A.

Assessment Manager (Council) Advice
1.

A development permit is required for carrying out Building Works, and a Plumbing and Drainage
Approval/Compliance Permit is required for plumbing and drainage works prior to the
construction of any buildings associated with this development.

2.

The applicant/owner must notify Council of their intention to commence the use after
acceptance of and compliance with these conditions or negotiated decisions (or court
determined conditions) and prior to the commencement of the use. This will allow a check for
compliance with conditions to be carried out by Council officers.

3.

The applicant/owner is to ensure compliance with the requirements of the Aboriginal Cultural
Heritage Act 2003, and in particular – ‘the duty of care’ that it imposes on all landowners.
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PROPOSAL TO ENDORSE THE COEN MASTER PLAN

File Number:

D20/28518

Author:

Reel Planning Pty Ltd

Authoriser:

Lisa Miller, Manager, Planning & Environment

Attachments:

1

Draft Coen Masterplan

PRECIS
The purpose of this report is to seek Council’s review and endorsement of the Coen Master Plan,
prepared and funded by the Department of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders (DATSIP), in
consultation with Cook Shire Council and Aurecon (consultant engineer engaged by DATSIP to
prepare the Master Plan).
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
The township of Coen is situated 390km north-west of Cooktown and 252km south-east of Weipa
and has a population of approximately 364 according to the 2016 Census. Coen services the
northern part of the Cook Shire and is an important supply point for travellers. Key issues in Coen
are housing and the need, and opportunity for growth.
PURPOSE OF COEN MASTER PLAN
Master Plans are a short term (5-10 year) planning tool used to identify and guide future social,
economic and infrastructure desires of the community. Master Plans should be reviewed at least
every five (5) years to accommodate changes in legislation as well as locally changed circumstances.
The Coen Master Plan seeks to guide future residential, industrial, commercial/tourism, community
facilities, and recreation and open space development within Coen. It seeks to ensure that future
development is appropriately located, designed, staged and delivered.
DATSIP proposes that if endorsed by Council, the Coen Master Plan could become a Council Policy
Document which would act as a supporting document in the assessment of development
applications by Council’s planning department. It is a non-statutory document, and is a living
document which is to be reviewed and amended to align with the changing needs of the community.
BENEFITS OF MASTER PLAN
 The Master Plan can respond to Coen’s growth potential and economic development.
 The Master Plan purports to show that projects are “shovel ready” and have been scoped
for the cost of development.
 The Master Plan principles and directions carry a lot of credibility when quoted as part of
Reasons for Decisions as a supporting document for the Cook Shire Council Planning Scheme
2017 and the Planning Act 2016.
RECOMMENDED CHANGES
Council officers have reviewed the draft Coen Master Plan and amendments to resolve the following
issues will form part of the resolution:
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 On Page 33, the plan refers to the draft Master Plan. This would need to be the adopted
plan.
 Figure 14 on Page 34 – the Regent Street Precinct Plan is different to the plan on Page 33.
 The Sport and Recreation Reserve (Lot 20 SP224313) is the only reserve for this purpose in
Coen and should be protected.
 The ‘Police’ reserve is very large and could be better utilised partially as residential land.
 Removal of maps with notes from meeting with Council and Inter Agency Meeting.
CONSULTATION
The first Master Planning meeting between Council, DATSIP, and Aurecon was undertaken on 15
August 2019.
Broader community consultation occurred on 31 October and 1 November 2019. This involved
Council, DATSIP and Aurecon (consultant engineer) staff attending Coen for community consultation
sessions. Door knocking and face-to-face discussions with local businesses and community service
providers were undertaken.
Based on the feedback provided from the community, the draft Master Plan concept was amended
to incorporate community and Council feedback.
Further consultations with the Coen Interagency Group were held on 5 February 2020, as well as a
further review with Council officers on 9 March 2020.
The final draft of the Coen Master Plan was presented to Council at a Workshop on 27 July 2020 for
discussion.
LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
Key Strategy Priority:
Community – A sense of common purpose, whilst respecting local diversity, with the goals and
aspirations of individual communities reflected in localised strategy and planning.
Com 1: Develop community specific strategy that reflects the goals and aspirations of individual
communities.
Com 1a: Strategies that reflect the goals and aspirations of individual communities are developed.
DISCUSSION
DATSIP have sent through a possible resolution for Council to adopt the Coen Master Plan, however,
in light of the feedback from Council officers it is recommended that Council endorse the Coen
Master Plan in principle, subject to the following amendments being made:
 Page 33 to be updated to remove ‘draft’ from master plan.
 Figure 14 on Page 34 (the Regent Street Precinct Plan) to be updated to be consistent with
the plan on Page 33.
 Lot 20 SP224313 to be noted as protected for Sport and Recreation.
 The ‘Police’ reserve to be partially reconfigured as residential land.
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 Removal of maps with notes from meeting with Council and Inter Agency Meeting.
Council has the opportunity to amend the current Cook Shire Planning Scheme in the future to
reflect the Master Plan in a formal way (providing statutory effect), in a similar way to the Lakeland
Local Plan which was subject to a Planning Scheme amendment commencing in November 2019.
Type here
RECOMMENDATION
1. That Council support the Coen Master Plan in principle, subject to the following
amendments:
 Page 33 to be updated to remove ‘draft’ from master plan.
 Figure 14 on Page 34 (the Regent Street Precinct Plan) to be updated to be consistent
with the plan on Page 33.
 Lot 20 SP224313 to be noted as protected for Sport and Recreation.
 The ‘Police’ reserve to be partially reconfigured as residential land.
 Removal of maps with notes from meeting with Council and Inter Agency Meeting.
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PRESENTATION OF AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE MINUTES

File Number:

D20/27263

Author:

Executive Assistant (CEI and OBS)

Authoriser:

Heather Kelly, Director Organisational Business Services

Attachments:

1

Audit and Risk Committee Minutes 28 September 2020

PRECIS
The purpose of this report is to present to Council the Minutes from the Audit and Risk Committee
Meeting held 28 September 2020.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
Cook Shire Council’s Audit and Risk Committee meets four times a year. The Committee has an
adopted work plan that details which projects are to be undertaken prior to each Committee
meeting. The outcome of those projects are then presented to the Audit and Risk Committee.
In accordance with the Local Government Regulation 2012 (QLD) as soon as practicable after a
meeting of the Audit and Risk Committee, Council must be presented with written report about
matters tabled at the meeting and the associated Committee recommendations. Accordingly, the
minutes from the last Committee meeting are presented for noting.
LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
Council’s 2017-2022 Corporate Plan captures the requirement for legislative compliance as follows:
Governance

Accountable, responsible and appropriate governance and management,
reflected in responsible long-term financial sustainability and clear strategic
direction built around core local government business and affordable levels of
service.

Strategy 4:

Objective 4f:

Work management systems and procedures are reviewed and adjusted
to support improved organisational service provision, compliance and
efficiency.
Council activities comply with applicable legislation through well
maintained policies, procedure and information systems that guide
and facilitate good decision making.

CONSULTATION
There is no requirement for consultation in relation to this activity.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS (STATUTORY, BASIS, LEGAL RISKS)
Presentation of the Audit and Risk Committee Meeting Minutes to Council ensures compliance with
section 211(1)(c) of the Local Government Regulation 2012 (QLD).
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are no policy implications in relation to this activity.
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FINANCIAL AND RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (BUDGETARY)
All costs pertaining to the Audit and Risk Committee are included in Council’s annual budget.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council note the minutes of the Audit and Risk Committee Meeting held 28 September 2020.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS - OCTOBER 2020

File Number:

D20/28806

Author:

Finance Manager

Authoriser:

Heather Kelly, Director Organisational Business Services

Attachments:

1
2
3
4
5
6

Statement of Comprehensive Income - November 2020
Statement of Financial Position - November 2020
Statement of Changes in Equity - November 2020
Statement of Cash Flows - November 2020
Operational Initiatives - November 2020
Capital Expenditure Report - November 2020

Precis
Presentation of the financial report for October 2020 as required under section 204 of the Local
Government Regulation 2012 (QLD). The report is presented for noting and indicates that Council is
progressing satisfactorily against its current budget.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
These reports were prepared on the 3rd November 2020. The Actuals for the 2019-2020 accounts
are unaudited. It is anticipated there will be some final adjustments and these shall be reflected in
the next financial report.
Statement of Comprehensive Income (P & L)
The statement of comprehensive income identified that to date Council has received $27.7M total
income.
The gross rates, levies and charges will be less than half of the original budget due to the water
consumption charges in Levy 1 posted to the previous financial year, as that is when Council became
entitled to the revenue.
Recurrent grant revenue to date mostly relates to flood damage (Disaster Recovery Funding
Arrangements DRFA) grants, amounting to $20.1M. Grants received in advance are recognised as a
contract liability on receipt and then as grant revenue on a progressive basis, as the works are
completed. Council has completed $20.1M of DRFA works.
Materials and Services make up a significant portion of Council’s expenditure. The original budget
of $27.9M includes $17.4M for DRFA. The DRFA submissions have continued since the original
budget was prepared and this figure will be revised as more approvals are received.
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The graph below illustrates the different types of expenditure included in materials and services,
excluding DRFA. The annual budget has been shown, with actual expenditure to date. The
consultants budget comprises $1M expenditure for the Cooktown Expo 2021. Whilst this does not
represent the total expenditure for this project grant funding of $1.1M has been secured.

Expense Type excl. DRFA
nearest $'000
1,973

Other materials and services

221
888

Utilities

103
500

Royalties

36
323

Management fees

90
396

Legal costs

96
318

IT - software and hardware

81
683

Fuel and oils

208
574
685

Insurance
255

Travel

39
135
129

Subscriptions and registrations
0
3

Donations paid

2,527

Contractors

333
1,799

Consultants

67

Audit of annual financial statements by the Auditor-General
of Queensland

81
0
55
6

Advertising and marketing
0

Budget
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The annual budget for contractors has been separated to illustrate the different areas of Council
where the money will be spent. Contractor expenditure includes various contracts in place to
manage areas, such as collection of kerbside waste, and also building, electrical and other
contractors used to ensure continuous operations of services.

Contractor Expenditure
nearest $'000
1,000

894

800

706

600
378

400

347
202

200
0
Waste and
Road
Transfer Station Maintenance

Water and
Wastewater
Management

Airport
Operations

Other

Statement of Financial Position
Council’s cash position is $20.1M. The increase in the cash balance from the prior period, mostly
relates to a payment in advance from Qld Reconstruction Authority (QRA) for DRFA work. The DRFA
program is expected to generate an additional monthly expenditure of $5.5M through to December.
Council has drawn $1.86M from the available $5M working capital facility (WCF), similar to a bank
overdraft, held with Queensland Treasury to further assist with the cash management of the 2019
DRFA works. This facility will be drawn on and repaid as needed during the year and can only be
utilised for DRFA works.
Receivables and payables will continue to change during the year given the nature of those
accounts.
$1.676M of receivables relates to rates issued for Levy 1 and will reduce as the accounts are paid.
37% of levy 1 remains unpaid compared to the previous year at the same time the arrears were 35%
with $1.52M outstanding then. $139k has been paid in advance by ratepayers. For accounts in
arrears, 364 reminder letters had been mailed to ratepayers at the end of October 2020 in respect
of levy 1 and arrears. To make the payment of rates easier Council has implemented a direct debit
option, whilst this has been a slow uptake we now have 37 ratepayers who have taken up the option,
and of the 37, 20 ratepayers opted to pay the rates in full on the due date.
Contract assets typically arise when Council has signed a funding agreement to construct an asset,
and then Council commences construction, and is then reimbursed for those costs when it reaches
a milestone and submits a project acquittal. The contract asset balance will include DRFA works.
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The current payables mostly relate to contract works. Council aims to pay creditors within their
requested timelines. Contract liabilities arise when Council receives a grant in advance to construct
an asset, and then as Council commences construction the liability will reduce.
Council has not undertaken any new borrowings, though the $2.3M in current borrowings will
include the WCF and will change during the year.
Statement of Cash Flows
The net cash flows from operating activities of $1.87M represents Council’s cash surplus for the
period. The budgeted $826K means Council expects to have a cash surplus at year end. The $25.5M
non capital grants are mostly comprised of the DRFA receipts.
Internally Restricted Cash
Council’s cash position is showing at $20.1M. However, Council has available cash of $5.9M, net of
constrained funds such as reserves, funds committed to infrastructure development, and loan
balances from QTC quarantined for use on specific projects:
Restricted Cash
Cash Balance
Less: Land Release Project
Environmental Levy Reserve
Land Purchase Reserve
Headworks
Utilised WCF
Net Contract Position (liability)
3 months Operating Expenses
Available Cash

‘000
20,107
1,300
1,370
455
274
1,864
4,104
6,000
4,740

The available cash of $4.74M is able to be utilised to manage the funding of initiatives, capital works
and DRFA projects.
Whilst operating expenses include DRFA works, the quick turnaround of works and payment to
contractors occurs over 5 months and can significantly drain Council’s cash balance during this time.
The available $3.8M WCF can be drawn and regular acquittals of works have been planned to ensure
there is adequate available cash to fund ongoing projects.
Most of the $2.1M repayment of borrowings relates to the repayment of the WCF. QRA withhold
between 5-10% of completed DRFA works for a period of time after the completion of the
rectification works.
Operational Initiatives
Operational initiatives reflect grant and Council funded operational projects that are in addition to
the ‘business as usual’ operational expenditure. Operational initiatives are included in the revenue
and expenditure budget, and have been highlighted in a separate report so they can be more easily
identified.
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Capital Expenditure Report
Council has a capital budget of $25.1M, with $22.8M expected to be grant funded and $1.3 from
cash reserves (previously drawn loan).
For capital works that are externally funded, work shall not commence, other than preliminary costs,
until the funding agreements have been executed. It is noted that any works completed prior to
grant approval are not allowable grant expenses, meaning the cost of these works is the
responsibility of Council. The capital works program will be continually assessed to ensure the
expenditure is able to be offset against budgeted works.
LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
Key Strategy Priority: Governance - Accountable, responsible and appropriate governance and
management, reflected in responsible long-term financial sustainability and clear strategic direction
built around core local government business and affordable levels of service.
Strategy 1:
Develop an achievable long term financial, resource and infrastructure plan to ensure
ongoing capacity to fund operations and capital works programs that underpin council’s long-term
strategy to achieve financial sustainability.
Objective 1a: Council’s long-term financial plan is compiled and linked to Council’s Corporate and
Operational Plans.
CONSULTATION
Executive Leadership Team
Managers and relevant operational staff
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS (STATUTORY, BASIS, LEGAL RISKS)
Local Government Regulation 2012 (QLD) in particular section 204, which states:
(1)
(2)

The local government must prepare a financial report.
The chief executive officer must present the financial report—
(a)
(b)

(3)

if the local government meets less frequently than monthly—at each meeting of the
local government; or
otherwise — at a meeting of the local government once a month.

The financial report must state the progress that has been made in relation to the local
government’s budget for the period of the financial year up to a day as near as practicable to
the end of the month before the meeting is held.

Local Government Act 2009
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The following Council policies are relevant to the financial statements:
Investment Policy
Debt Policy
Revenue Policy
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FINANCIAL AND RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (BUDGETARY)
The report identifies how Council is tracking against the adopted operational and capital budgets
for the financial year. The report identifies that Council is tracking satisfactorily against the adopted
budget.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves to:
Note the financial report, as required under section 204 of the Local Government Regulation 2012
(QLD), for October 2020.
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DEPOT MASTER PLAN - MACHINERY SHED BUDGET REQUEST

File Number:

D20/28565

Author:

Project Manager

Authoriser:

David Klye, Director Infrastructure

Attachments:

Nil

10 NOVEMBER 2020

PRECIS
This report is to provide Council with an update on the progress of the Master Plan for the Cooktown
depot and request consideration of additional funding to complete stage one of the redevelopment
including the construction of the new machinery shed.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
With previous maintenance works and a safety audit being completed on the current depot
facilities, it has been identified that there is a need for several building modifications and the
addition of new facilities to support the safe ongoing use and growth of the depot, the machinery
and the people that work in this area.
The original project commenced in 2015 with a contract designer engaged in 2016 to design a layout
for the redevelopment of the depot.
The project seeks to identify the best way to optimise the available space at the depot site for its
various uses and users. Below please find some of the issues and the required upgrade works on the
site which have been addressed in the design:
 Current heavy machinery and trucks are stored outside in the harsh weather conditions. A
new machinery shed will be built to prolong the life and value of Council assets.
 There is a need for an extension to the current store building so that there is more space
available allowing it to be managed in a more productive and efficient manner.
 There is a need for additional office space after the Parks and Gardens building has been
condemned and subsequently removed. An additional administration building will be built
to house the Parks and Gardens team as well as new members of the Infrastructure team.
 Changes to the flow of vehicle traffic and pedestrian traffic have called for the road to be
upgraded to a two lane road with two-way traffic. Pedestrians have been moved from the
road to a walking path to improve safety.
With the size, location and need for the additional structures, several other factors need to be
considered. These include:
1. Construction of a compliant wash-down bay and the preferred location for all employees
who utilise it.
2. Relocation of the depot fuel station, as the current location will be unavailable with store
expansion.
3. The re-location of the dog pound.
4. Storage of pipes, culverts, concrete components and products, and other assorted materials.
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5. Containers spread around the site, their contents, and best storage solutions going forward.
6. Signage storage.
7. Pesticide storage.
The Completion of the construction of the new machinery shed is underway with the frames being
hot galvanize dipped. Delivery is expected in November. There are some concerns with the slope of
the ground at the location of the machinery shed as it is not suitable for machinery pre-start
procedures, without placing the operator and the vehicle at risk. The concern is that the current
budget will not facilitate addressing the alteration to shed gravel pad. Alteration to the foundations
are being carried out to ensure that the foundations can accommodate the site being filled with
minimal risk to the lifespan of the structure. Filling the site after construction will increase risk of
collision with the shed frame and will take considerably longer to deliver and therefore additional
expense.
To complete the delivery of the Machinery shed and detailed design for the entire project, an
additional $205,000 is required. This amount wasn’t initially included in 2020/21 FY budget for a
number of reasons:
 It had been planned to pay for the shed supply from 2019/20 FY budget. However, due to
the unavailability of the shed kit this did not happen and the budget was not carried forward.
 It had been planned to complete the earthworks for the shed floor in future years due to
the difficulty of funding this task at this stage; however, the ELT has recently decided that a
better solution is to complete the earthworks prior to building the shed to avoid the risks
and additional costs of earthworks while the shed structure is in place.
 The Depot Master Plan has evolved identifying the need for additional design works such as
electrical and hydraulic services which have now been included.
LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
ECO3 - Undertake the management of Council’s assets in accordance with sound practice to ensure
infrastructure networks are maintained, renewed and upgraded to maximise long term benefit to
all.
CONSULTATION
Extensive internal consultation has been undertaken to develop the depot master plan including
construction of the machinery shed.
Also, Consultation was undertaken with the Finance Department in relation to availability of the
required funds.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS (STATUTORY, BASIS, LEGAL RISKS)
Nil.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are no policy implications associated with this report.
FINANCIAL AND RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (BUDGETARY)
The Finance Department has confirmed that the required additional funding is available from
projected cash surplus.
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RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves to approve a budget amendment to the 2020/21 budget of $205,000.00, to
provide for:
1. The construction of the earthworks for the shed pad;
2. The construction of the machinery shed and;
3. The completion of the design and production of drawings for the depot master
plan.
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FNQROC REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT MANUAL PLANNING SCHEME POLICY - REVIEW OF
SUBMISSIONS AND ADOPTION OF AMENDMENTS FOR VERSION 11/19 (ISSUE 8)

File Number:

D20/26625

Author:

Manager Engineering

Authoriser:

David Klye, Director Infrastructure

Attachments:

1

FNQROC Regional Development Manual - List of requested changes
(under separate cover)

PRECIS
The Far North Queensland Regional Organisation of Councils (FNQROC) has recently undertaken a
review of the Regional Development Manual. The manual provides a comprehensive set of
guidelines for carrying out various civil engineering works within the local government areas of:
Cairns, Cassowary Coast, Cook, Douglas, Mareeba, and Tablelands.
The purpose of these latest amendments (referred to as Issue 8), is to ensure the manual continues
to be functional and up to date and to provide a consistent set of standards to which all can refer.
The latest proposed revision (i.e. Issue 8) has been reviewed in detail. Where appropriate,
amendments have been made and included in the final version for adoption.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
Council adopted the FNQROC Development Manual (Version 7) as a Planning Scheme Policy at its
meeting on the 12 February 2018 and the policy took effect from 12 February 2018. The
Development Manual Planning Scheme Policy (Planning Scheme 2017, Planning Scheme Policy
SC6.1) supports the Planning Scheme.
Representatives from each of the local governments and subject matter experts (listed below)
continually work together to review and make amendments to the manual. This is an ongoing
process to ensure the manual is contemporary and reflects the needs of the users.
 Cairns Regional Council

 Douglas Shire Council
 Mareeba Shire Council
 Tablelands Regional Council
 Cassowary Coast Regional Council
 Cook Shire Council
 Kenfrost (1987) Pty Ltd
 Aurecon Australia Pty Ltd
 Water By Design/Healthy Land & Water
 Black and More (BlackEME Pty Ltd)
 Rocla Pty Ltd
An explanatory statement and summary of the proposed amendments is attached to this report.
A table summarising the actions undertaken and the involved parties is as follows:
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Due Date

Responsibility

Request for submissions for the upcoming
review of the Development Manual sent to
Industry and Councils, with any proposed
amendments to be sent to FNQROC by the 1st
November. (~2 months’ notice)

3 September 2019

FNQROC

Due Date for submissions for changes and
amendments to FNQROC

1 November 2019

FNQROC

16 December
2019

FNQROC

Sent marked up development manual and proforma report to Councils for Councils to resolve
to amend the policy

Workshops with Councils to determine
recommendations from submissions.

Advertised the proposed amended policy
through:
- Cairns Post
- Tablelander
- Mossman/Port Douglas Gazette
- Cassowary Coast Independent News/Wet
Tropic Times
- FNQROC Website
Send e-subscriber advice to industry (note – all
on mailing list have been moved to
Development Manual Subscriber)
Workshop with Councils and industry on
recommendations and proposed changes
Submissions to FNQROC on the amended
manual due 31 March 2020
Changes made as a result of the above public
consultation
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28 November
2019

FNQROC
Councils

29 November
2019

31 January 2020–
31 March 2020

6th March 2020
9th March 2020

FNQROC

FNQROC
Councils
Industry

31 March 2020

Councils
Industry

31 March -22 July
2020

FNQROC
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Minor further amendments made as a result of
submissions and re-advertised the proposed
amended policy through the following:
- Cairns Post
- Cassowary Coast Independent News
- FNQROC website
Send e-subscriber advice to industry (note – all
on mailing list have been moved to
Development Manual Subscriber)

22 July 2020 –21
August 2020

FNQROC
Councils
Industry

Send list of submissions and recommendations
with final development manual and report to
Councils for adoption

27 Oct 2020

Councils

Council adopt manual and advertise effective
date

10 Nov 2020

Councils

As noted above, initial consultation sessions were undertaken with Councils only, to determine
recommended amendments which occurred on the 28th and 29th November 2019. These were then
presented and discussed at consultation sessions between Councils and Industry on the 6th & 9th
January 2020.
Sustainability:
Provision of well planned, integrated and timely infrastructure is a core matter to be considered in
the preparation of a planning scheme and in achieving financial, environmental and social
sustainability.
Director Infrastructure, Manager Engineering, and Manager Water and Waste Water were involved
in reviewing the manual and the proposed changes. The Director Infrastructure and Manager
Engineering attended two FNQROC meetings in Cairns to discuss the proposed changes to the
manual.
It is recommended that Council adopt the proposed manual, as modified, having regard to the
submissions received.
LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
The amendments to the FNQROC Development Manual supports Council key objective ECO3. as
indicated in the Corporate Plan, which is to “undertake the management of council’s assets in
accordance with sound practice to ensure infrastructure networks are maintained, renewed and
upgraded to maximise long term benefit to all”.
CONSULTATION
Council officers across the region have been involved in and contributed to the review of the
FNQROC Development Manual. Industry representatives have also contributed to the review
process and these have been considered within the proposed amended manual.
The process to date has included:
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 Submissions by Industry and member Councils to alter the manual were reviewed and
incorporated into the amended manual through the following Council working group
meetings:
o 28th November 2019
o 29th November 2019
 Development Industry Workshops held in conjunction with Council officers were held:
o 6th March 2020
o 9th March 2020
Public notice was organised by FNQROC and included in the Cairns Post and regional newspapers.
Copies of the amendments were located on the FNQROC Website.
 Public consultation phase was organized by FNQROC and undertaken in two rounds:
o Round 1 Friday 31st January – Tuesday 31st March 2020
o Round 2: Wednesday 22nd July 2020 –Friday 21st August 2020
 Public submissions were reviewed and actioned as required. Submitters were:
o Urban Development Institute Australia – Cairns Branch
o Cairns Regional Council
Cairns Regional Council raised a number of minor amendments and the draft was re-released for
public consultation (Wednesday 22nd July 2020 – Friday 21st August 2020).
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS (STATUTORY, BASIS, LEGAL RISKS)
The Regional Development Manual is a Planning Scheme Policy and amendments must follow
Chapter 3 Minister’s rules for making and amending a planning scheme policy (PSP). This includes a
minimum 20-day consultation period and review and response to any submissions received during
the consultation period.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The FNQROC Development Manual is a Planning Scheme Policy of Council (Planning Scheme 2017,
Planning Scheme Policy SC6.1).
FINANCIAL AND RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (BUDGETARY)
The risk of not continually updating the manual is that Council will eventually have a manual that is
not functional in providing a consistent set of relevant standards for assets donated to Council.
There are no direct significant financial implications to Council arising from the recommendations
of this report.
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RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1.

Adopt the proposed amendments for Version 11/19 (Issue 8) to the FNQROC
Development Manual Planning Scheme Policy, having regard to the submissions
received in accordance with Section 22 of the Planning Act 2016 and Chapter 3
Minister’s rules for making and amending a planning scheme policy (PSP).

2.

Resolves that the amended (Issue 8) FNQROC Development Manual Planning Scheme
Policy shall take effect immediately and,

3.

Place a notice in the Council website and social media, and in Cape and Torres News
advising of Council’s decision to adopt the amendments and the effective date of
Version 11/19 (Issue 8).
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COOKTOWN AIRPORT - CODE 3 COMPLIANCE WORKS IN 2021.

File Number:

D20/27988

Author:

Manager Airports

Authoriser:

David Klye, Director Infrastructure

Attachments:

Nil

PRECIS
The Civil Aviation Safety Authority has requested a commitment from Council to complete works
that will make the Cooktown aerodrome a compliant Code 3 facility by December 2021. This is will
ensure that compliance will be grandfathered to the previous Manual of Standard 139 (MOS 139)
requirements. Code 3 compliance under the current MOS 139 would be prohibitively difficult and
expensive to achieve. The works are expected to cost less than $150,000.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
The Cooktown Aerodrome was formerly owned by the Commonwealth and ownership was
transferred to Council in 1992. The facility was operated at that time as a Code 3 airport. Around
2006 a decision we taken to change the aerodrome designation back to Code 2. It is unclear who,
and why this decision was made but it was most likely done in order to reduce the cost of clearing
vegetation regrowth to meet the required Code 3 clearances.
The problems facing Council in remaining Code 2 include:


The range of available Code 2 aircraft is limited and likely to decrease as older aircraft are
retired and new replacement models are not being developed.



Following implementation of the new CASA standards in 2022, it would be impossible for
Cooktown Aerodrome to revert to Code 3 as the physical changes required under the new
rules mean the current airport layout could never meet compliance due to physical
constraints imposed by protected National Park, the Endeavour River and the Endeavour
Valley Road.



While it is possible to currently operate a Code 3 aircraft from a Code 2 runway, (subject to
the requirements of the aircraft operating manual being met) this arrangement is not
established in the CASA standards and future rule changes may result in the arrangement
being terminated. In addition, some operators have indicated they would be unwilling to
operate into a lower category of facility.

The Cooktown Airport Master plan, commissioned and adopted by Council in 2016 recommends
that within the current timeframe, Council should provide aeronautical facilities capable of
supporting Code 3 aircraft operations. To meet the new standards a new runway would need to be
constructed in a different location possibly to the north of the current location at an estimated cost
of $30M - $40M. Alternatively, the legislation contains a grandfathering provision that enables the
current runway layout to be designated as Code 3.
There was a sunset clause for the grandfathering provision and the opportunity was taken to
upgrade the runway designation to Code 3 prior to expiration of the grandfathering clause. To
finalise the change to the code 3 designation some works are required to ensure appropriate
clearances are met for aircraft movements.
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The works required to achieve Code 3 compliance include tree clearing to a 150 meter wide inner
edge at both ends of the runway and permanently displacing the eastern runway threshold by 58
meters. This includes changing the line marking and adjustments to the runway light fittings.
CASA has requested a letter of commitment from Council ensuring these works will be completed
by December 2021. We will need to provide this letter to them before we know if we are successful
in securing grant funding for the work. This report consequently is seeking Council’s commitment
to spend money in the 2021/22 budget without knowing if grant funding will be available for the
project.
Exact costing is currently being worked on but the author is confident that the required compliance
works can be completed for under $150,000.
Note that the current undertaking only partly achieves the Master plan 2016 goal of providing a
facility capable to Code 3 operations by protecting our ability to operate as a Code 3 aerodrome
under the old standards. In order for the Cooktown airport to receive Code 3 aircraft of the desired
70 seat (Q400) size, at some time in the future, Council will need to reconstruct the runway to a
higher strength that is capable of handling these aircraft.
LINK TO CORPORATE PLAN
Eco 1b.
Council capitalises on economic development opportunities
and leverages off wider regional initiatives
Eco 3a.
Asset management policy and strategy are adopted and
implemented by Council.
Eco 3b.
Asset management plans are completed for major
infrastructure assets.

CONSULTATION
Community Consultation was undertaken prior to the adoption of the Development Master Plan
2016 COOKTOWN AIRPORT.
Council consultation included:
 Director Engineering Services
 Director Organisational Business Services
 Director Community, Economy and Innovation
 Senior Grants Officer
Advice from Shaun Francis at Aerodrome Design Services was also sought.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS (STATUTORY, BASIS, LEGAL RISKS)
As discussed Grandfathering to the previous regulation is our only viable option to achieve a
compliant Code 3 facility.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Nil
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FINANCIAL AND RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (BUDGETARY)
There are two grant funding options that would cover the total cost of the required works which are
being pursued. The first is with the current Building Better Regions Funded (BBRF) project that
covers the new airport access road, carpark and a detailed design for a Code 3 runway. We are
hoping to argue that these Code 3 compliance works closely fit this projects scope for the detailed
design of a Code 3 runway. It is likely to take the BBRF up to two months to respond to this project
variation request.
The second funding option is through the Federal Remote Aerodrome Upgrade Program (RAUP)
which will cover 100% of eligible project costs for projects with a value of up to $150,000.
Applications for this funding close on the 12th of November and the successful projects will not be
announced until at least March next year.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council commits to providing $150,000 in the 2021/22 budget for tree clearing and threshold
works required to meet the grandfathered Code 3 requirements.
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CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS
Nil
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